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In this thesis we shall be investigating three different problems in spatial 
probability and statistics : random mosaics ; the relationship between plant spacing 
and yield ; and Gaussian random fields.
A mosaic is a tessellation in which each cell of the tessellation is assigned to 
one of a number of different phases or "colours". A random mosaic is simply a 
mosaic which is obtained from a random tessellation and a random assignment of 
phases. The proportion in one phase over a given region is known as the 
volume/area/line fraction in stereology and is a random variable. We shall be 
deriving moments and, where possible, the distribution of this random variable 
over a sphere for a general stationary random mosaic and for the specific random 
mosaics arising from the Poisson planeAine process and the Dirichlet tessellation.
Given data about the positions of plants in a seed tray from two different 
species together with a yield ( seed number ) for each plant of one of the species, 
there are a number of aspects concerning plant position and yield which we shall 
investigate. These include the evidence of a trend in the positions of plants of a 
particular species, whether there is any attraction or inhibition between species, 
and whether there is any correlation between plant position and yield. An 
interesting question is whether there is any correlation between a plant’s yield and 
its Dirichlet tile, since its Dirichlet tile will contain all the soil nutrients nearer to 
that plant than any other.
A real-valued random field is a suitably well-defined random function from 
to R, and a Gaussian random field is a random field whose joint distribution 
at any finite collection of points is multivariate Gaussian. If we needed to 
simulate a Gaussian random field at a given set of points, we could just simulate a 
multivariate normal random variable, but we may however need to simulate a 
Gaussian random field that can be evaluated anywhere. The existing methods 
approximate an isotropic Gaussian random field with a given covariance function 
by taking the average of a number of isotropic non-Gaussian random fields with 
the same covariance function. The method we shall give simulates a 
homogeneous, but not necessarily isotropic, Gaussian random field with a given 
covariance function by defining it in terms of a complex-valued stochastic integral, 
and then estimating the value of this integral.
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Spatial patterns or spatially arranged sets of measurements occur widely. 
However, it is only in recent years that such spatial data has been analysed with 
regard to the spatial structure. Early attempts to analyse spatial data were usually 
centred on non-robust techniques, such as quadrat measures, for example Greig- 
Smith (1952). The quadrats could be randomly or systematically positioned. In 
the latter case the results of any statistical tests are heavily dependent on the 
origin and orientation of the quadrats, but the regular structure of the data allowed 
statistics to be easily calculated. Some more recent techniques were based on the 
spatial generalisations of well-known one dimensional techniques, for example 
regression or autocorrelation, Cliff and Old (1973). It is only with the advent of 
modem computers that some spatial data sets can be adequately analysed, many 
by techniques that are qualitatively different from the usual one dimensional 
techniques. For example statistical tests involving Dirichlet tessellations have only 
been practical since the advent of the TILE4 computer package, see Green and 
Sibson (1978). In addition some of the basic machines of spatial data collection, 
like image analysers, are only feasible with a large amount of computing power. 
Naturally there has been much theoretical study of spatial probability as interest in 
random spatial problems has grown. Among the first modem studies of the 
subject were Bartlett’s work on point and line processes, for example Bartlett 
(1964), and Miles* work on random polygons, Miles (1964). The subject of 
stochastic geometry was given a firm theoretical basis by the random set theory of 
Kendall and Matheron, Kendall (1974b) and Matheron (1975), which has led to 
much further work, particularly in stereology.
This thesis is concerned with various theoretical and practical problems in the 
field of spatial probability and statistics. The work studied falls naturally into 
three disjoint sections : random mosaics, the relationship between plant spacing 
and yield, and Gaussian random fields.
In the first section, we consider random mosaics. A mosaic is a tessellation 
in which each cell of the tessellation is assigned to one of a number of different 
phases, that is to say "coloured” one of a number of different colours. A random 
mosaic is a mosaic arising from a random tessellation and a random assignment of 
phases. Naturally, a random mosaic may be used to model physical situations, 
and we shall mainly be studying the two phase mosaic, which can be used to 
model data given in the form of the presence or absence of something in various 
different regions. The proportion in one phase over a region is known as the
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volume/area/line fraction in stereology and is a random variable. Various 
analytical and asymptotic properties of this random variable for stationary mosaics, 
that is those random mosaics whose distributions are invariant under translations, 
will be derived, and we shall then proceed to study the proportion random variable 
of specific mosaics, the Poisson mosaic, determined by random lines in the plane, 
random planes in space etc., and the Dirichlet mosaic, determined by the Dirichlet 
tessellation of a set of points, and giving results for the proportion random 
variable for these mosaics. We shall conclude this section with a simulation study 
of the distribution of the proportion random variable of the Poisson mosaic.
In the second section, we are given data concerning the positions of plants in 
a seed tray from two different species of plants, and a yield, seed number, for one 
of the species. Using this data we shall be considering three statistical problems 
concerning the relationship between plant positions, and between plant positions 
and yield. The first statistical problem is whether there is any evidence of a trend 
in the positions of plants of either species. We shall be using a number of 
statistical tests to test for this, and to try to work out the underlying mechanism 
behind any trend. The second question is whether there is any attraction or 
repulsion between the plants of different species, and to try to calculate the 
distances between plants up to which attraction or repulsion occurs. The third 
question is whether there is any correlation between a plant’s position and its 
yield. It is plausible that a plant will obtain its soil nutrients from any piece of 
soil nearer it than any other plant, that is to say a plant’s Dirichlet tile in a 
Dirichlet tessellation constructed from the positions of all the plants. We shall be 
investigating the relationship between a plant’s Dirichlet tile and its yield.
In the final section, we shall be considering Gaussian random fields. A real­
valued random field is a suitably well-defined random function from to R. A 
Gaussian random field is a random field whose joint distribution at any finite 
collection of points is multivariate Gaussian. If we need to simulate a Gaussian 
random field at a given set of points, we can just simulate a multivariate normal 
random variable. We may however need an algorithm that returns a function that 
can be evaluated anywhere, rather than at a discrete set of values. Most of the 
existing methods approximate an isotropic Gaussian random field with a given 
covariance function by averaging a number of isotropic non-Gaussian random 
fields with the same covariance function. By considering the covariance function 
of a stationary Gaussian random field to be the characteristic function of some 
symmetric V-dimensional random variable, it is possible to define a complex 
stochastic integral function such that the real and imaginary parts of this integral 
function are independent anisotropic Gaussian random fields. We can then
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evaluate the Gaussian random field at any point by evaluating a realisation of the 
stochastic integral function at that point. We can do this in one of two ways. 
Firstly, we can approximate the integral by its Riemann sum and then evaluate this 





One of the least studied classes of spatial patterns are those in which two or 
more phases form a mosaic. Mosaics can occur in a number of different ways ; 
examples in two dimensions include patterns of vegetation and geological maps 
and in three dimensions rock grains and pores. In addition, it is also possible that 
a point process may be clustered in such a manner so the empty and full regions 
of space give the appearance of a mosaic. Since there is no obvious candidate for 
modelling random mosaics, in the sense that the Poisson point process is used for 
modelling random point processes, there is a far wider class of models available 
for modelling the clustered point pattern as a mosaic rather than as a point pattern. 
We shall be considering two-phase mosaics, probably the most useful as they can 
be used either for the point pattern described above or for data given in the form 
of presence or absence from a collection of regions, and in particular the 
proportion in one phase in a sphere.
In order to describe a random mosaic, we need to be able to describe the 
process of the division of space into regions and the assignment of phases. We 
shall be assuming that the division of space is performed by polyhedral segments, 
and it may be possible to approximate other divisions of space by curved surfaces 
by such a division process. We shall also be making the assumption that the 
phase of any region is independent of the phase of any other region. Under this 
assumption, by combining phases, it is possible to derive results for /i-phase 
mosaics from the results for two-phase mosaics. Mosaic processes may be 
susceptible to analysis using random set theory, as developed by Kendall and 
Matheron, Kendall (1974b) and Matheron (1975), but it is almost certainly easier 
to use the conditions imposed by the model directly. In the next section we shall 
formalise the idea of a mosaic and give some of the basic properties of the 
proportion random variable, and in Section 3 the asymptotic distribution of the 
proportion random variable as the sphere size increases. The later sections will be 
concerned with the properties of particular kinds of mosaic, as determined by their 
division of space. These are described below.
Lower dimensional cross-sections of mosaics give rise to mosaics, and the 
theory of reconstructing some mosaics from their cross-sections has been studied 
in Stereology, for example in the well-known Wicksell problem, Wicksell (1925). 
In the later sections, we shall be considering two types of mosaics which arise
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from divisions of space with good sectioning properties. There are naturally many 
models for the random division of space, for example Miles (1972),(1973) and 
(1974), but the two divisions we shall be considering are the higher dimensional 
extension of the division of the plane by Poisson lines, ( lines that are uniformly 
distributed in the plane ), which gives the Poisson mosaic, and the Dirichlet 
tessellation of a Poisson point process, where a region consists of all points nearer 
to one Poisson point than any other, giving the Dirichlet mosaic. These two 
division processes are the most tractable mathematically and have useful 
sectioning properties. The cross-section of a Poisson hyperplane process is a 
lower dimensional Poisson hyperplane process, and the cross-section of a Dirichlet 
tessellation is a generalised Dirichlet tessellation.
Both these mosaic processes can be used for modelling physical situations. 
The Poisson line process could be used to model ditches, which could be assumed 
to be straight lines over small distances, and hence the Poisson mosaic could be 
used as a model for presence or absence of a particular species of plant in the 
regions defined by the ditches. It has been studied extensively by Pielou, Pielou 
(1964),(1965) and (1977), in this context. The Dirichlet mosaic can be used to 
model the area of nutrients available to one species of plant rather than another, 
under the assumption that a plant uses only those nutrients nearer to it than to any 
other plant.
We shall be considering the Poisson mosaic in Sections 4 and 5, and the 
Dirichlet mosaic in Section 6. We shall be concluding in Section 7 with a 
simulation study of the Poisson mosaic.
2. The Mosaic Process
Let (rt<pi be spherical polar coordinates in R^, where r>0,
0<q>i<2x and 0 <q>i<7U for /=2,...,(N -1). For N> 1, there exists a function JN, 
defined recursively by
J2(<P\) = 1
= sin^ 1(pu-1 Jn~\{(P\ ,...,P/v-2) » (2.1)




is just the Jacobian of the transformation from Cartesian coordinates to spherical
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polars in R^. Then, the unit ball QN has surface (TV-l)-content
r
^  = <2-2>
and TV-content
a" = U  io' r"~l W  drd<p = i f  = r ^ I )  ' (2‘3)
Suppose we let PN denote the set of all bounded open convex polyhedra in 
R^f then following Stoyan et al. (1985), we can define a tessellation of R^ to be a 
subset of PN* whose polyhedral members are pairwise disjoint, the union of whose 
closures fill the //-dimensional space, and which are locally finite. More formally, 
if B is any bounded subset of R^, then 6 c  is a tessellation of R^ if the 
following three conditions are satisfied :
(i) p 1,p2e0aaA pl ^p2 => Pi(~^P2 = 0  :
(ii) u p  = rW ;
peO
(iii) if B e R n is bounded, then #{ peO | p(^fi\<Z> ) is finite.
Thus a tessellation of R^ is a partition of R^ by hyperplane sections into 
countably many regions ( connected non-empty subsets of R^ ). If each region is 
assigned to one of n phases we obtain an H-phase mosaic. For two phase mosaics 
we can call these phases phase 0 and phase 1.
We can now define an independent mosaic to be one whose regions exhibit 
pairwise independence. To obtain an independent mosaic of two phases, we can 
allocate a region to phase 1 with probability p, and phase 0 with probability 
q= 1 -p , independently of any other region. Let
Z(x) = 1
0 if x in phase 0
1 if x in phase 1
so Z is an indicator variable, with
P{Z(x)=0}=<7 and P{Z(x)=l}=p .
Then we can define V*, the proportion in phase 1 over a sphere of radius A, by
V
aN 3*Qn
The mean of Vx can then be evaluated using Fubini’s Theorem,
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Generally, we shall be interested in the proportion over a unit sphere, V=V\.
Clearly V\ is a random variable taking values in the range [0,1] and having 
discrete masses at 0 and 1.
If the boundary between two phases is assigned to phase 1 we obtain a 
random closed set, as first defined by Kendall (1974b), and Matheron (1975). 
These are formally defined in the following manner.
Suppose F is the family of closed subsets of R^, then for any compact subset 
of R^, K, we can define by
F/r = { F eF  | F(~^K$<p } ,
that is to say F^ contains precisely the members of F that "hit" K. If we let J  
denote the smallest o-algebra of subsets of F that contains all the F^, then J  is 
the Borel cr-algebra on F with respect to a suitable topology. A random closed set 
is a random variable taking values in (F,^f) and hence generates a distribution on 
(F,yO which is called the distribution of the random closed set. This definition 
naturally gives rise to two classes of random closed sets, the stationary random 
closed sets, whose distributions are invariant under translations, and the isotropic 
random closed sets, whose distributions are invariant under translations and 
rotations.
We are interested in those mosaics which are invariant under these 
transformations, in particular those invariant under translation, the stationary 
mosaics, and those invariant under translation and rotation, and the isotropic 
mosaics. We can define these formally as follows.
A mosaic is stationary if the underlying division process is stationary, and the 
probability of a region being in phase 1 is constant.
A mosaic is isotropic if it is a stationary mosaic and the division process is 
isotropic.
Note that these definitions are consistent with random set theory in the sense 
that a stationary mosaic is a stationary random closed set and an isotropic mosaic 
is an isotropic random closed set.
Of course Vx is of interest in stereological problems and is generally known 
as the volume, area or line fraction. In many problems parallel slices through the 
medium will be taken perpendicular to some arbitrarily-oriented axis. For each
slice the line or area fraction will be measured and these will then be analysed to 
estimate the area or volume fraction respectively. We shall show in the following 
lemma that, for a stationary mosaic, subject to a technical condition on the 
orientation of the region boundaries ( or facets ), the line or area fractions vary 
continuously along this axis.
The orientation of a facet, that is to say the angles the normal from the origin 
to the facet makes with ( N - 1) of the co-ordinate axes, is an (N-l)-dimensionai 
random variable, and can obviously be represented as a point on the surface of 
QNy the unit N-sphere. We shall call a mosaic non—atomic if joint distribution of 
the orientations of any finite collection of facets is continuous or non-atomic on 
the surface of QN.
If we define WN_i(z) to be the proportion in phase 1 over a unit (N— 1)- 
sphere in the xN=z plane centred on the point (0,...,0,z) with respect to some 
arbitrary orientation of the co-ordinate axes, then we can show that WN_i varies 
continuously as a sample function.
Lemma.
For a stationary non-atomic mosaic,
P { Wfl_i is continuous everwhere } = 1.
Proof.
Suppose P(f denotes the orthogonal projection of onto a facet F, then 
PipxN is a line in F. We can define the angle between the facet F and the xN axis 
to be the angle between FipxN and xN. For a non-atomic mosaic, this angle is a 
continuous random variable.
Consider the open bounded cylinder defined by
C = { (x!,...,% )gR n | 5 > ;2<1 , |% |< 1  } ,
l
then, because a mosaic is locally finite, there are only finitely many regions in C, 
and hence only finitely many facets in C. For k facets in N-dimensional space to 
intersect in a point- we^requife that k>N, and hence there will only be finitely 
many intersections of N  or more facets at a point inside C. Suppose there are n 
such points inside C, having %  co-ordinates
-1  < Zi < ... < zn < 1 ,
say.
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On (z/,zi+1) [ i= l  /*—1], the cross-sectional slices change shape but not
structure, whereas at zt the structure of the cross-section changes. Suppose we 
have L  facets in the cylinder
N - 1
{ ( * 1  XN )  I Z < 1  , Z;_! < X N < Z i  )  ,
1
making angles 0x,. . .y0L with the xN axis respectively. If ze(z,-,zl+1) and h>0 
such that ( z - h fz+h)cz(ziizi+i)t then
| WN_x(z±h) -  WN_x(z) | < haN_x £  tanOj , (2.7)
y=i
where (Xq- \ .  However, for a non-atomic mosaic the joint distribution of {0j} 
(y= l,...,L ) is continuous, so in particular, Qj\n!2 almost surely. Hence the sum 
in (2.7) is almost surely finite and so
I WN_x(z±h) “  WN_i(z) | = 0(h)  almost surely.
Thus WN_i is uniformly continuous on each (Zj,zi+i) almost surely, and similarly 
on ( - l .Z i)  and (zn,l).
We can write down a similar expression to (2.7) for z,-. Suppose h<zi+i —ziy
then
L
I Wfj-^Zi+h) -  WN_x(Zi) | < haN_x 2  tan^- ,
;=t
and so
I WN_x(Zi+h) -  WN_x(zi) | = 0(h)  almost surely.
Thus, WN_i is right continuous at z-t almost surely. Almost sure left continuity at 
zt follows similarly, so WN_X is continuous at zt- almost surely. It follows that 
WN_X is almost surely continuous on some open neighbourhood of zit and so 
W N _ i  is almost surely continuous on a finite number of open sub-intervals of 
(-1 ,1 ) which cover (-1 ,1). WN_X is therefore almost surely continuous on 
(-1 ,1 ) and hence on R. Note that the proof of this lemma applies to non-convex 
mosaics as well. □
- Because E(Vx)=pt ( see (2.6) ), the first order.properties do not yield any 
information about the structure of a mosaic, so the second moment properties of 
mosaics will obviously be of interest to us. These are best summarised by means 
of the covariance function. In general this is a function C: R2^ —»R, which is 
defined by
C(x,y) = Cov ( Z(x),Z(y) ) = E [ Z(x)Z(y) ] -  p 2 , 
but, for a stationary mosaic, we can rewrite the covariance function as C:RN —»R,
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where
C(x-y) = Cov ( Z(x),Z(y)) = E [ Z(x)Z(y) ] -  p 2 .
If we let A(zi , . . .9zk) denote the event that zl f . . .tZ£ are all in the same region, 
with respect to the underlying division process, then we can define a function 
G:RW-»[0,1] as
G(x) = P [ 4 (0 ,x) ] •
So for a stationary mosaic Q(x) is just the probability that two points separated by 
x are in the same region. The functions Q and C are simply related since
C(x) = E [ Z(x)Z(0) ] - p 2 = p E [ Z(x) | Z(0=1) ] -  p 2
= p [ G(x) + p(l-G (x)) ] -  p 2 = p 2 + p?G(x) -  p 2 
= pqQ(x) (where q - \ - p )  .
The following lemma gives one of the simplest and most useful properties of 
the function C for a stationary mosaic.
Lemma.
For a stationary mosaic, Q> and hence C, are continuous functions.
Proof.
Let L(x) be the event that the intersection of the division process and the line 
segment [0,x] is non-empty, ie. a region boundary crosses the line segment [0,x]. 
Then, if Xq&)Qn and h>k> 0, then
L(kx0) c  L(hx0) ,
and so
0 < P[L(*Xo)] < P[L(/zx0)] .
Thus,
P [ L(Iixq) ] —> 0 as h—>0 ,
for if not, then the origin is part of the division process with a non-zero 
probability and the mosaic will be non-stationary. If c denotes complementation 
then, conditioning on the event L(/zx0),
P [ A(0,hx0)c 1 = P { >l(0,/iXo)c I L(hx0)c } P [ Lihxo f  ]
+ P ( A(fl,hx0)c | L(hxo) ) P [  L(hx0)]
< P ( A ( 0 , / jxo)c | L(hx0) ) P [ L(hxo) ]
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< P [L(/ix0)] —> 0 as /i-»0 .
Thus
Q(kxo) = P [ A(OMo)  ]
= 1 -  P [ A(OMo)c ] -> 1 as /i->0 ,
and hence
g(x )—»1 as |x | —>0 ,
since Xq e3QN was arbitrary.
However 
g(x) = P [ A(0,x) ]
= P [ A(0,x)p>A(x,y) ] + P [ y4(0,x)p!A(x,y)c ]
= p  [ m x ) r ^ ( x , y )  ] + p 1 4 (°-x) I ^ y ) 0 1 t 1 -  G(*-y) J
= P [ 4 (0 ,x,y) ] + P [ 4 (0 ,x) | 4(x,y)c ] { 1 -  Q(x-y) } , 
and similarly,
Q(y) = P [ A(0,x,y) ] + P [ A(0,y) | A(x,y)c ] { 1 -  g (x -y ) } .
Hence
I Q00-Q(y)  I = { l-Q (x -y ) } | P [ A(0,x)|A(x,y)c ] -  P [ A(0,y) |A(x,y)c ] |
< 2 { l - g (x -y )  } -» 0 as y->x .
Thus Qy and hence C, are continuous functions. □
3. Asymptotic Distribution
The asymptotic distribution of a process which has a circle radius tending to 
infinity will be of interest to us. For a stationary mosaic, this is the same as re­
scaling the intensity, not necessarily linearly, and considering the asymptotic 
distribution as the intensity increases. We showed in (2.6) that the mean of Vx is 
p for all ^,-so-ngain we are interested in the second order properties.
If we let R be the content of a region and R0 the content of a region 
containing a specified point, say the origin, then as Gilbert (1962) argued
w  • (31)
essentially because a larger region has a proportionately larger chance of
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containing the origin. However
£[/?„] = E jg dx  = JR„e(x)<ix ,
and therefore
Jr*C(xM x = * W r  • (3-2)
Hence Q and the covariance function, C, are integrable if and only if the second 
moment of region content exists.
We can derive an expression for the variance by noting that
1
AnaN
£ [(A % )V f] = U J ^ / I Z ( x ) Z ( y ) ]  dxdy ,
and so
VarKX»aN)Wx] = - A - J  J C(x-y) dxdy .
*  a N
To simplify this, we can first define the region formed by the intersection of two 
N-spheres of radius r whose centres are a distance 2 1 z | apart,
RN(z,r) = {v: |v + z |< r} ^ { v :  |v —z |< r } [ |z |< r ]  ,
having N-content AN( | z | ,r) say. It is now a matter of making the substitutions 
z=(x-y) and v=(x+y) to obtain
U L i . i - w c w  M
= f — ■1-^ j—  C(v) dv . (3.3)
Q X ?aN
Since /?#(v,2A) is contained in an N-sphere of radius 2A, we have
AN( \ v \ , U ) < ( 2 X ) N<xN ,
so, from (3.3), we have
Var[(XNaN)Wx] < C(v) dv .
However RN( \ t2X) itself contains an JV-sphere-of radius 2A-1 v | , so




l l Ni - M  
21
C(v) dv < Var{{XNaN)Wx] < C(v) dv
12
i a o ,  C(v) dv  /*» C(v) dy '
and, with C as the dominating function, the dominated convergence theorem 
shows that the lower bound also has the same limit as X—><*> Thus, as X—
Var[(X"aNi v j  = JR„C(x)dx = E3§ ^ 1  ,
and hence
Var[Vd -  PqE[Rl] —i — asA->oo. (3.4)
* E[K] 4 %
For some cases, it may be possible to show that Vx is asymptotically normally 
distributed, by using a higher dimensional extension of Billingsley’s one 
dimensional ^mixing processes, Billingsley (1968), and then using a theorem of 
Baddeley’s about the asymptotic distribution of higher dimensional ^-mixing 
random processes, Baddeley (1980).
We can define higher dimensional ^-mixing processes as follows. Let £ be a 
real-valued random field, that is separable and measurable, on R^. Let B(S) 
denote the cr-algebra generated by {£(x):xeS} for each Borel set S c R N, and 
consider the half-space index sets with incomplete intervals in the i th place, 
1 <i<k.
Li = R x...xR x(-oo,0]xR x...xR
Ri(r) = R x...xR x[r,oo)xR x...xR  .
Let A€&(£;) and £eB(/?,(r)), then, we shall say that £ is ^-mixing if there exists 
a monotonically decreasing function <p:R+ —>[0,1] with asymptote zero such that
|P (B n A)-P(A)P(B)| < <p(r)F(A) (3.5)
In other words, a ^-mixing process is one in which "distant" events are virtually 
independent, and <p gives a rate of convergence to independence.
To show asymptotic normality, we can use Baddeley’s Theorem 1 (corrected).
Theorem (Baddeley).
If £ is a zero-mean stationary ^-mixing process on R^, and
j “(p(t)ltN~ldt < oo , then 
cr2 = J E{£(x)£(0)} dx converges, and
•  K
D f 1(aNXN)~l j ^ J ( x ) d x  -> N |0,cr2J as A-x*, . (3.6)
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If we let £(x)=Z(x)-p, then clearly £ has zero mean and is ^-mixing, so if
then
(aNAN) l j ^ J ( x ) d x  -» N  [o,<r2] as ,
where, from (3.2),
2 = pqE[R2] 
E[R]
and hence we have the following corollary.
Corollary.
Let Z be a stationary mosaic on R^, with region content R, taking 
the value 1 with probability p and 0 with probability q - 1-/7. If Z 
is ^-mixing, where q> satisfies
\~<p(t)hN~ldt < oo ,
then
Vx = — f „ Z(x)dx 
X aNXN
has an asymptotic distribution as A— of
pqEIR*] 1 
£ [« ] XNaN
(3.7)
4. The Poisson Mosaic
The Poisson mosaic can be defined in the following way. We can identify 
the Poisson Hyperplane process, parameter A, in with a Poisson Point process 
on the surface of the unit half-cylinder
{ (x1,...,xw+1)eR'v+1 | 5>;2=1 ,% + i> 0  ) ,
l
by identifying a hyperplane with the polar coordinates of its nearest point to the 
origin, as explained by Kendall (1974a). Then the Poisson hyperplane process in 
R^ has as an element of measure
?JN{(p)d(pdr ,
so the measure of hyperplanes intersecting QN is
14
x  Jo La. Jn<^ ) dipdr ~ XSn •
Of course, this is just the measure of hyperplanes from a process of unit parameter 
intersecting an /V-sphere. Hence, Vx is both the distribution of the proportion in 
phase 1 of either a process with unit parameter over XQN or of a process with 
parameter X over QN.
The mean of Vx is p, ( see (2.6) ), and we can calculate the variance from
The intersection of a Poisson hyperplane process with a line gives a Poisson 
point process, and in order to give an explicit form for Q we need to evaluate the 
parameter of this process. We can do this using Minkowski’s functionals or 
quermassintegrales ( mean cross-sectional measures ). These are defined for a 
convex body K  as follows. Suppose pr denotes r-dimensional measure and S is a 
uniformly distributed r-dimensional direction. If Pf denotes a projection onto the 
(AT-r)-dimensional subspace determined by S, then we can define
(3.3),
= ~ r ! n  'W (|u |,1 )C (2 u M u
= Et L * n (.W\A)Q(2u)du  .fYkt ^
^(AT) = E [ MN-rPi'K) 1 for 0<r<N ,
with 'Po(Af) = ftfj(K) ■ 
The r  Minkowski functional is then defined to be
Wr(tC) = ^ ( / f )  for 0<r<N ,
a N - r
and Wn (K) = aN .
The r th Minkowski functional is an (N-r)-dimensional invariant measure under 
rigid motions of /^-dimensional space. Thus,
W n - i ( Q n )  -  a N  » 
and if K  is a line of unit length then
15
wN. ^ K )  = a N- 1 
N
We are now in a position to evaluate the probability that a random (N-l)-plane in 
Qn hits a line of unit length in QN by using Santalo’s (14.11),
Wn^ ( K )  aN. x
P { (N -l)-p lane  hits unit line | (N -l)-p lane hits QN } =
Wn- i (Qn ) $N
a N-1Thus the Poisson point process along any unit line is of intensity — — A, and
hence






Var[V] = ** -{„  ^ ( l u l .D e x p
afi JQn
- 2 1 — l u du
_ Npq rl
aN exP
a N- 1-2A r
SN
dr .
Now for 0 < r< l, we have
A ^ r .l)  = 2 ( l - r )
^2(r »l) = ^ [arccos r -  r ( l - r 2)*]
A j(r,l)  = y  (2 -3r+r3) .
In particular, in one dimension, we have
Var(V) = 2pqjy(l-r)e~*'dr = l - j
and in three dimensions,
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In two dimensions, we have
_ 16/?ff rlVar(V') = — —  f [a rcco sr-r(l-r2)*]re pr dr ,
K
2Awhere p -  — . Now,
K
16
f1 re /’rarccosr dr —  f* — H—V e pr( l - r 2) * dr 
Jo 2 p 1 J« P p 1 '
= ~~n~ ~ - f ^ s i n 9e-psMde -  J -  [ ^ e - P ^ d O




* + - F \ p )  -  A t H p ) .
F(p)  = f ^ e - f ^ d d  .
Note that we can differentiate F under the integral sign as many times as we 
please since all the derivatives of e~psxnd are bounded on [0,£;r]. Similarly,
(4.8)
\ Xr'1e-<’r( \ - r 2f d r  = \  -  \ Xe~pr Jo '  '  Jo
r3 2 p 2 2 r
P P2 P3 J
(1 - r 2)"Jdr
= 4 -  + - f '" ( p ) -  - t ^ " ( p ) + - r f ' ( p )  •
p 3 p 2 p 3
Thus, we have the following expression for the variance,
Var(V) =_ 16pq I n  2___ 1_
K 2 p
F{p)+ J  2
P p
F ' ( p ) + ^ r F " ( p ) - - F " ' ( p )  
p 2 p
However, we can manipulate the integral form of F"  to obtain a differential 
equation for F.
•ntlF " (p )  = j ” sin20e~l>smSd6
= F (p)  — f^ c o s2 8e ~psmedd
= F(p)  -  -  + — f^ s in ee-psined6 n o J0
Thus, we have
and
= F(p)  -  -  -  - F \ p )  . 
P P
pF"(p)  + F '(p)  -  pF(p) = -1
pF'f' {p )+ 2 F ' \p ) -p F '{p ) -F { p )  = 0 
So, the variance is given by
(4.9)
17
Var(V) = ^ \ ~ - ^ - ^ r F ( p ) - ^ j F ' ( p ) + A £ F"(p)\  
x  \2 p  p p p p
=  i M  J _ £ L . 6 + A F ( p ) _ _ L r ( p )
* [2 p 2 p 3 p 2 p 3
(4.10)
Now, by uniform convergence,
p ( p ) = t f 2 £  (_1)* i r sin*e = £  (_1)* i r  r sin*0d9
k=o *=0
p 2* ~ p u+l
-  2  ^2k /r\ ?„ \ i ”  £  2^*+l(2*)! 24+1 (2*+1)1 ’Jt=o Jfc=0
where
Ik = J*72 sin*0 dd . 
Integration by parts for &>2 gives us
Thus
and
klk -  ( k - \ ) I k_2 , with /„ = —■ and Ix = 1
, . £  A  27-1 _ x  (21)!
“  2 JL1 2 / 2 (2*1!)2 ’
?2k+i = n  T T f r  = (27+1)! n w + i r 2 •
;=1 A/+1 y=l
Hence,
*  -  1 .2*^ (P )  = t  2  ~ 1 T T P  ~ £  2 *=o (2 1!) *=o
* 1 
n — p 2**1 . (4.11)|/=i (2;'+l) J
The sum of even powers in (4.11) is the first kind zero order Bessel function, 
which we might expect since the reduced equation of (4.9) is the zero order 
differential Bessel equation.
We now have an explicit formula for the variance given by (4.10) and (4.11), 
2X
where p = — . In particular, we can derive the asymptotic variance as p — by 
n
using Jordan’s inequality,




j*12p e - ^ d e  > j*n pe~p$dd = 1 -e  P
Kand for 0<0<q>£— , we have
f' p e - f ^ d e  < r p e  * d9 = - ^ — ( \ - e- p^ )
J o H Jo H sinrp
<; _ 2 _  <  2
sinp [p—^>3/6] [1 -<p2l6]
= 1+ -^-p2+ 0 (p 4) as <p-*0 ,
and





1 o 7t -l£5Li*12pe-psined9 < 1+±<p2+ ^ e  * +0((|>4)
J0 6 2
, _ « £ .
= 1 + T - + T e * + 0 ( P " 2)6p 2





l - e  2 <, j * p e - psinSd9 < 1+ 0 ( p _1) ,
F (p ) = - + 0 ( p ~ l )
P
as p —>00. We also easily have
|F '( p ) |  < F (p )  = 0 ( p - * ) .
So, from (4.10) we obtain the asymptotic variance as p —»<*>,
Var(V) =
n
=  i6 p ^
K
*  - 4 - + 4 - [ i + o ( p _ l)i
2 p 2 P3 P3 





Var(V) -  2 & L  . 
X2
(4.13)
We know from above that
so
JR„ G(x) dx  = SN Jo“  rN-
a N - l  "
hence from (3.4)
Var(Vx) as A—>°° .
In particular Vx has the following asymptotic variances, that are of course the 
asymptotic forms of (4.6), (4.13) and (4.7) respectively.
We can also say something about the asymptotic distribution for small A. If A 
is small enough so that 0 ( A 2) is negligible, ie. P{ 2 Planes cut Q#} is negligible, 
then the distribution of V has masses at at 0 and 1, and has a density on (0,1). 
This density is symmetric, since we have two regions, one of which is in phase 1, 
and the other in phase 0, and is proportional to the density of the conditional 
random variable W equal to V conditional on one cut and that and V ^l, so 
we have two regions one in phase 1 and one in phase 0. In one dimension, the 
cut is uniformly distributed on (-1,1), so the conditional density is uniform. In 
more than one dimension the argument that this density, fw  say, is U-shaped, is as 
follows.
We can define g{R) for R e ( - 1,1) to be the volume to the ‘right* of a plane 
perpendicular to the X\ axis through X\ =R. More formally,
1 dimension Var(Vx) = , (4.15)
2
2 dimensions Var(Vx) = ,
A
(4.16)
3 dimensions Var(Vx) = (4.17)
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AN(R,1) An (R, 1)
g(R) =  0<tf< l , 1 ~ ------- 1<R<0 , (4.18)2 (Xtf 2&yy
where AN is the volume function from earlier in this section. Clearly, 
g : ( - l , l ) —>(0,1) is monotonic, and so has a monotonic inverse h:(0,1)—>(— 1,1), 
and, moreover, g'  is symmetric, with a maximum at zero and
lim g '(R ) = lim g'(R)  = 0 .
/ ? - > + i  R - * - 1
Now, if —C/(—1,1), then the random variable Z=g(R) defined on (0,1) has the 
same density as W, namely,
/W(Z) = /z<*) = 0 J -hTr :  *6(0,1) • (4.19)2g [n(z)\
Hence f w has a minimum at a £, and tends to infinity at 0 and 1, and so W, and 
hence V has a U-shaped symmetric density on (0,1).
5. One Dimensional Poisson Mosaic
In one dimension we can derive the density of V for the Poisson mosaic since 
we are essentially dealing with a Poisson point process on a bounded interval. We 
can assume without loss of generality that the interval we are considering is (0,1) 
rather than Q i= ( - 1,1), so the parameter of the Poisson point process is p-\X.
Let L denote the number of points in (0,1), so L ~ P o i (p \  and K(l)  be the 
number of intervals in phase 1 given / points, so K(l)~Bin(l+\,p).  Then we 
have
OO OO / "1" 1 ^
P(v=0) = X  P{ V=0\L=l) P[L=l] = £  q n ^  > (5-1)
/=0 /=0 / *
and similarly, P(V=l) = pe~M .
To find the density of V on (0,1) we first define the conditional random 
variable V* to be V given and P+ l, then we can define 7/ to be V* given 
L=/, and Wl k to be Tt given that K(l)=k. Then
and so
However,
P(V*<v) = ^ ? ( T l <v)P(L=l) , 
/= !
P(7/<v) = £  P(Wltk<v)P(K(l)=k) .
k= 1
P(Wl k <v) = P { kth order statistic of / U(0,1) <v }
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which has derivative
k (j[]v*~1( l-v ) /_* ,
the density function of a 0(k , l+ l -k )  distribution. Thus, the density of V*t f v • 
say, is zero outside (0,1), and for ve(0 ,l) is given by
f v - M  = £  £  [ +k l) p kq M - kk . (5.3)
6. The Dirichlet Mosaic
A realisation of a Poisson point process in R^, with parameter p, will give a 
set of "random" points {P,}, with each of which we can associate a cell,
Q  = { xeR^ : |P t— x |< |P y -  x | Vy+i ) , (6.1)
that is the set of all points nearer to P, than any other Py. Having obtained the 
cells, we can obviously define a mosaic in the usual manner. We shall call this 
the Dirichlet mosaic with parameters p  and p. There are no mathematically 
tractable expressions for V for small p but we can derive an asymptotic expression 
for large p. Again we will do this by considering a process with unit parameter 
over a sphere of radius X for large X. Unlike the Poisson mosaic we cannot take 
the distributions of the two proportion random variables to be equal simply by 
equating X with p. For a Dirichlet mosaic, the expected cell size, E[fl], is 1/p, so 
we shall obtain equality of distributions by taking p=XN. As before, we can 
regard Vx to be the proportion in phase 1 of either a process of parameter X over a 
unit sphere or of a process of parameter 1 over a sphere of radius A, so we will 
assume that we have a process of parameter 1 over a sphere of radius A=p1/A/.
To evaluate a bound for the variance, we can use the results of Section 3. 
Our discussion will broadly follow that of Gilbert (1962). Suppose |x|=&, and 
K0 and Kx are the two spheres centred on 0 and x respectively and having the 
random point Pt on their boundaries. Thus, given the location of P,, 0 and x are 
in the same cell, C,-, if and only if K0 and Kx contain no other Py. So,
P { 0 , x e Q  | P,- ) = exp [ -V ol(Ko U Kx) ] , (6.2)
and hence
Q(x) = P { O.xeC; ) = JR„ exp [ -Vol(K0U ^ x )  1 dVt (6.3)
In the one dimensional case we have for x>0, so





Q(x) = l ° J ~ 2(X~ei)dPi + j*e~2xdPi + = e_2*(l+x) .
We know from Section 3 that in order to evaluate the asymptotic variance we 
have to evaluate
JRG(XMX = 2jj°e-2x(l+x) dx = 3/2 .
Thus the asymptotic variance is given by
In the iV-dimensional case, we can obtain a bound for the asymptotic
variance as follows. Suppose we let | x | - b  and | P;1 =Rbt so we can write
Vo\(K0( j K x) = V(R,<p)bN , (6.5)
for some function V. We can bound V as follows :
V{R,tp) > b~N Max{Vol(AT0),Vol(A:x)) > aNMax[RN ■ (6.6)
Thus, from (6.3)
fi(x) = JR„ e -v<-R^ b'‘ dPi
= r u bN e ~V(R'*)bN rN ~1 Jn{(p) dg> d r ' (6 j)
so
But,
JrK Q(*) dx = 5 /v J^  JN(<p) J~ Rn 1 J~ bw  1 e db dR dtp
= Sf  U  ^  io“ R N ~X V(R-¥’)' 2 ^
= %  JwW J0"  V(R,<pT2 dR dtp .
f°°RN- l V(R,tp)-2dR < afj2 P  R~(N+l)dR = — , ,
and
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r R N- l V(R,<p)-2dR < + - Y  = — — ,
and
9W+I 9W+I
L  G(x) dx < - —  f / w(<?) d<p = —  .R SNaN 3Qn ccfl
This gives us a bound on the asymptotic variance,
2N+1na 1 2n+1do 1Var(Vx) < - — 2 2 - .  (6.8)
«N XN aN p
If we let CN be the expected cell size in the //-dimensional case, then we can have 
the following expressions,
1 dimension Var(V) = , (6.9)4 p 4
2 dimensions Var(V) < , (6.10)
Tip 71
3 dimensions Var(V) < = q  (6.11)
up n
The natural method to compare the Poisson and Dirichlet //-dimensional 
mosaics would be to compare their variances for mosaics with the same expected 
cell size. From Miles (1964) and (1973), we know that the expected cell sizes for 
the Poisson mosaic with parameter X are given by
1 4 7t 1024;r2
Cl = A ’ ° 2 = ^  ' C3 = <*3 '
Hence the variances for the Poisson mosaics are given by
VarP = 2pqCi ,
VarP = \7tpqC2 ,
VarP = 2 M c 3 .
Thus we have the following bounds for the ratio of the variances for small 
expected cell size, C/.
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Varn 3
1 dimension -------- = — = 0.375 , (6.12)
VarP 8
VarD 162 dimensions —---- < —— = 1.621 , (6.13)
VarP n}
VarD 32
3 dimensions -------< —  = 1.131 . (6.14)
VarP 9k
The bound given by (6.8) for the variance of a Dirichlet mosaic is not very
tight, and we can do better by evaluating (6.3) numerically by using Gilbert’s
results.
In 2 dimensions Var(Vx) = 0.407p^— = 0.407p<7C2 , (6.15)
P




in 2 dimensions -------  = 0.259 , (6.17)VarP
VarD
and in 3 dimensions -------  = 0.084 . (6.18)
VarP
7. The Simulation of Vx
In the cases of some types of mosaics, where we cannot derive the 
distribution of Vx analytically, it may be possible to simulate Vx by simulating 
those mosaics and then calculating the proportion of the mosaic in phase 1. In 
this section, we consider such a simulation study for the planar Poisson mosaic.
The simulation of the planar Poisson line process in a unit disc is very easy. 
Firstly, we have to obtain a single realisation of a Poisson distribution in order to 
obtain the number of lines that cross the unit disc in a realisation of a Poisson line 
process. Then, to simulate one of the Poisson lines we need realisations of a 
uniform distribution on [0 , 1] and a uniform distribution on [0 ,2/r], for the length 
of normal from the line to the origin and orientation of this normal respectively. 
Having simulated a Poisson line process, we can allocate regions to one phase or 
the other with the required probability by sampling from a uniform distribution on 
[0,1]. It thus only remains to find an efficient algorithm to find the areas of the 
regions and hence find the proportion in phase 1.
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Suppose we have n lines in a realisation, /j which divide the unit disc
into r regions, Rj,...,/?,,. The two points where the line lk meets the circle, a* 
and b*, can be represented by a pair of angles, 0<(pk<0k<2jzy and we shall assume 
that q>k represents the point a. Thus we can keep three lists for the 
circumference :
[ C l ] a list of these polar angles in increasing order ;
[ C2 ] a list of the associated line numbers ;
[ C3 ] a list of the regions bounded by the circle as we go round the circle.
Any point on line lk inside the circle can be written as 
(1 - /0  a + /zb for some 0<//< 1 ,
which gives us an ordering for points on the line inside the disc. Hence we can 
order the intersections inside the disc of /^ . with other lines. Accordingly we can 
keep four lists for each line :
[ LI ] a list of intersecting lines in order ;
[ L2 ] a list of associated parameter values ;
[ L3 ] a list of regions bounded by the line on the left in order ;
[ L4 ] a list of regions bounded by the line on the right in order.
If we denote the circumference by line 0, then, starting at one vertex, we can 
keep two lists about each region, as we travel round the region boundary in an 
anti-clockwise sense :
[ R1 ] a list of vertices ;
[ R2 ] a list of bounding "lines".
Clearly, lists [ R1 ] and [ R2 ] are all that are needed to calculate the area of 
a region, since we calculate the area of the polygon defined by the vertices in 
[ R1 ] and the area of any segments if part of the circle bounds the region. 
However, in order to make lists [ R1 ] and [ R2 ] efficiently we need to be able to 
make the other lists above. This will be done by sequentially adding the Poisson 
lines.
It is an easy enough matter to construct these lists for the first Poisson line, so 
assume that the lists are correct for ( £ - 1) lines, /x ,...,/*_i, then we can update the 
lists for the k th line in the following way.
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( i ) By comparing polar angles, from lists [ Cl ] and [ C2 ], we can see 
with which other lines lk intersects inside the unit disc. Considering both such 
lines as being sensed, the polar angles also tell us whether lk hits the other line 
from its left or right hand side.
( ii ) We can calculate parameter values for the point of intersection on both 
lines. Having done this for all lines intersecting /*, we can order the intersections 
on lk. Assuming at least one such point, this will divide lk into a number of 
smaller line segments.
( iii ) Taking each segment in turn, we know from the parameter value of the 
point of intersection on the other line, by consulting lists [ L I ]  - [L 4 ], and 
whether we are to the right or left of the other line, which region the segment cuts 
into two smaller regions.
( iv ) We can number the region to the right of lk by the next available region 
number, and construct lists [ R1 ] and [ R2 ] for this region from the lists [ R1 ] 
and [ R2 ] for the old region. We can number the region to the left of the line by 
the old region number and update lists [ R1 ] and [ R2 ].
( v ) We can update lists [ LI ] - [ L4 ] for the intersecting line, and list
[ L3 ] or [ L4 ] for a line affected by the change of region number.
( vi ) We can repeat the process for each segment in turn, updating [ LI ] -
[ L4 ] for lk.
( v i i ) Finally, we can update [ Cl ] - [ C3 ].
( v iii) If, however, there had been no point of intersection of line lk with any 
of the other lines inside the disc, we would use [ C3 ] to see which region lk cuts 
into two parts, and rejoin the algorithm at step ( iv ). Having performed this 
algorithm for all the lines, as we noted above, it is a simple matter to calculate the 
area of a region from its lists [ R1 ] and [ R2 ], and hence to calculate the area in 
phase 1.
This algorithm was used to simulate 10,000 realisations of Vx for p=\ and 
A=0.5,1,2,5,10 respectively. The number of realisations for which Vx =0 and 
V^=l respectively are given below.
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^0.5 = 3879 3814
Vl.o = 3057 2926
IIO 1707 1699
IIo 272 267
V io.o ” 7 6
Figures 1-5 show histograms for the realisations of Vx> for A =0.5,l,2 ,5 ,10 
respectively, that lie in the open interval (0 , 1), that is to say realisations 
containing more than one phase. Note how the distribution of Vx moves from a 
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The Relationship between Plant Position and Yield
1. Introduction
This section is concerned with the spatial distribution of two species of plants, 
Erophila verna and Poa annua, in a plot measuring 361 mm by 213 mm. The 
plot was dug up in North-East England in the winter and cultivated in a seed tray. 
Various pieces of data about the plants were later collected. There were 204 
Erophila plants and 25 Poa plants.
The Erophila plant is a winter annual and grows at ground level as a rosette, 
which is usually less than 10 mm in diameter but is occasionally larger. A stalk 
grows from the rosette and is usually less than 20 mm in height, On the stalk, 
there will anything up to 30 leaves growing. Beneath the ground the diameter of 
the roots is typically twice the rosette diameter. The data we have on the Erophila 
plants consists of a position for each plant and its seed number. We also have the 
rosette diameters of some of the Erophila plants.
The Poa plant which is a summer annual is a grass, each plant consisting of 
one rooted node. From each rooted node there will be anything from 3 to 10 
branches growing, though 4 or 5 branches per plant was more usual for plants in 
our plot Each plant can be up to 100 mm across and 100 mm high, but typical 
values for our plot were 30 mm across and 50 mm high. We only have the 
positions of each Poa plant.
Three topics for investigation naturally suggest themselves about the above 
data set with regard to the relationship between plant position and yield :
(i) the trend in positions of plants of each species ;
(ii) the dependence between plants of differing species ;
(iii) the relationship between plant spacing and yield.
These will be investigated by regarding the positions of the Erophila plants as a 
realisation of some planar point process, the "Erophila” process, and the positions 
of the Poa plants as a realisation of the "Poa" process. Much use will be made of 
the Dirichlet tessellations of these point processes, either regarded individually or 
jointly. The Dirichlet tessellations and some of the basic calculations concerned 
with tile parameters associated with them were calculated using the Tile4 
computer package. The Tile4 package was also useful in helping to draw the 
following maps and tessellations of the plants. Figure 1 is a map of the positions
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of the plants of both species and the Dirichlet tessellation of those points. Figures 
2 and 3 show the same map for the Erophila and Poa plants respectively when 
considered alone. In these three maps, the number 1 represents the positions of 
Erophila plants, and the number 2 the positions of the Poa plants. Finally, figure 
4 shows the seed number for each Erophila plant at its position, along with the 
Dirichlet tessellation. The Poa plants are marked by the number -1.
The trend in positions of plants of each species is considered in the next 
section. We are essentially asking whether either species, regarded as a point 
process, shows any evidence of departure from a stationary process. It is easier 
however to consider whether there is any evidence of departure from some 
particular type of stationary point process, generally the Poisson point process. 
Statistical tests for this fall into four types : quadrat-based tests, distance-based 
tests, second order tests, test set based tests. In particular, we shall be 
concentrating on the test set methods, in order to find distances at which the 
Poisson hypothesis breaks down for each plant process. We shall be concluding 
that section with a graphical method of comparing the Erophila and Poa processes 
with those from a given distribution.
The dependence between the positions of one species of plant and the other is 
considered in Section 3. Most of the tests for testing the dependence between two 
different point processes are generalisations of the tests for testing single type 
point processes. However, only the test set based methods seem to generalise 
naturally, and they allow us to find distances at which there is evidence of 
attraction or repulsion between the two species.
In the final section we investigate the relationship between plant spacing and 
yield ( seed number ) for the Erophila plants. The Dirichlet tessellation would 
seem to be a natural tool to use to do this, since it would appear that to a first 
approximation a plant could only obtain soil nutrients from those regions of soil 
nearer to it than to any other, its Dirichlet tile. However, a plant may be some 
distance away from some parts of its Dirichlet tile and so will be less successful 
in obtaining nutrients from those parts. We shall attempt to model this and to find 
the radius of some critical circle, from which the plant obtains its nutrients.
2. The Trend in the Positions of Plants of One Species
We are interested in whether there is any evidence of a trend in the positions 
of plants of a particular species. If we regard the positions of plants of a 
particular species as a planar point process, this is equivalent to asking whether 
there is any evidence to suggest that this process is non-stationary. Instead of
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testing directly for stationarity, it is often easier to test whether the process is 
"random", that is a stationary planar Poisson point process. Recall that a process 
in the plane is a Poisson process with mean measure A, where A is a measure 
defined on Borel sets in the plane, if it satisfies the following two conditions :
(i) The number of points in any Borel set B has a Poisson distribution with mean
A (£);
(ii) The numbers of points in any two disjoint Borel sets are independent
Thus a Poisson process is stationary if A(B) is proportional to the area of B. 
There are of course many different types of stationary point processes which are 
not Poisson processes, for example the Cox or doubly stochastic Poisson 
processes. These are defined by taking a non-stationary Poisson process with 
mean measure A, where A is a realisation of a stationary stochastic process. 
Following Ripley (1977), tests for a stationary Poisson process can be divided into 
four categories :
(i) tests based on quadrat counts ;
(ii) distance-based tests ;
(iii) second order methods ;
(iv) tests based on some test set.
Under the null hypothesis of a Poisson process the number of plants in any 
two disjoint regions of equal area are independently and identically distributed. If 
the region is first divided up into quadrats, then the number of plants in each 
quadrat can be counted. To construct a test these can then be compared to a 
theoretical distribution for a Poisson process. Unfortunately the results of this test 
depend heavily on the choice of origin for the quadrats and the orientation of the 
quadrats. For example, a field of wheat ploughed in straight lines will give vastly 
different quadrat numbers depending on whether the quadrats are aligned along the 
line of ploughing or not If we combine neighbouring quadrats into blocks, then 
we can construct a permutation test of any given size by permuting the quadrats 
within blocks. Details of this permutation test are given in Mead (1974) and 
Besag and Diggle (1977). Like permutation tests in general, this test is not very 
powerful against certain alternatives.
The second approach is to use distance-based methods, which are generally 
based on the distance between a point and its nearest neighbour. The best-known 
of these is the Clark-Evans test, in which the average nearest neighbour distance is 
compared to a normal distribution, Clark and Evans (1954). The Clark-Evans test
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compared favourably with other tests for "randomness" in a study by Ripley 
(1979). Suppose that A is the area of the region, N  the number of points and dt 
the distance from the i th point to its nearest neighbour, then
d = -  £  di (2.1)
n 1=1
denotes the empirical average interpoint distance, and
d-E(di)
CE =  -  N(0,1) , (2.2)
\Var(d)i
where
E (dt) = 0.5
N
,  „  0.0683Aand Var(d) ~ ------  —
N 2
In its original form the Clark-Evans test ignored edge effects and the 
interdependence of the dr  Donelly (1978), in a simulation study, gave better 
approximations for E(d,) and Var(d) by making edge corrections,
+ (o.514+0.412ATi)-^ ,E (d^  = 0.5 
where P is the perimeter, and
A_
N
„  0.070A . 0.037PA*Var(d) = ----- —  + ----- ——  .
N 2 N sn
The Clark-Evans statistic was calculated for the tray of Erophila and Poa. 
The Erophila plants alone had a Clark-Evans statistic of -9 .4 , the Poa plants 
alone had a statistic of -13.0, and both species of plants regarded together had a 
Clark-Evans statistic of -9 .7 . Under the hypothesis of a Poisson point process the 
Clark-Evans statistic is a standard normal random variable, so this is extremely 
strong evidence of departure from the Poisson point process hypothesis.
One of the problems with the types of test outlined above is that they are 
unable to test for interactions at different scales simultaneously. The tests given 
below involve estimating a function of distance and plotting it against distance. 
From this we are able to see the scales at which the Poisson hypothesis breaks 
down.
The first order properties of a point process are given by its intensity, X say, 
which is the expected number of points in a unit area. By definition, for a 
stationary process in general and a Poisson process in particular, this is a constant. 
The second order properties of a point process are best summed up by the K 
function of Ripley (1976) and (1977). The K function has the following
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properties.
(a) X2K(t) is the expected number of ordered pairs of distinct points less than a 
distance t apart.
(b) XK(t) is the expected number of further points within t of an arbitrary point of 
the process.
dK 1(c) Under additional assumptions, g(t)=X2 — — —  is a joint density for the 
occurrence of two points a distance t apart, where c(t)=2xt for a planar process.
Ripley (1976) and (1977) gives an unbiased estimator for K, K, which is a
A
weighted empirical distribution function for inter-point distances. K  can then be 
plotted against distance. If we can simulate a particular planar point process, then
a
we can simulate K for this process and thus obtain confidence bands for K.
Test set procedures are based on some property of a test set placed at an 
arbitrary point in the plane. The p function of Ripley (1976) and (1977) uses a 
circular test set,
p ( t ) = P { Disc of radius t contains at least one point } . (2.3)
Ripley (1977) gives an unbiased estimator for p, p. As above, if we let d- denote
the distance of P, from its nearest neighbour, and r,- the distance of P, from the 
boundary, then
# { / I d;<t<r: }
* '>  ■ . H I . S , , )  • ° ' 4)
that is the proportion of points further than t away from the boundary that are also
A
within t of another point Its derivation is similar to the function G given below. 
As before, we can plot p  against distance and obtain confidence bands by 
simulation. Baddeley (1980) showed that that p{t) was approximately normally 
distributed under the appropriate conditions, and that p -^p  at a rate of N~K
The empty space function, G, of Lotwick (1981), for a circular test set, G, is 
defined by
  G(f) = P { Disc of radius t contains no points } , (2.5)
so for a Poisson point process of intensity A,
G{t) = exp { -Xkt2 } .
Ripley’s and Lotwick’s approaches are clearly equivalent since
G(t) = l -p ( t )  .
Unlike the second order K function, the empty space function G, and Ripley’s p
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function, depend on correlations of all orders. The empty space function may thus 
be useful in detecting non-Poisson point processes which have the same K 
function as a Poisson process of similar intensity, Baddeley and Silverman (1984). 
The empty space function also generalises to planar process with more than one 
type of point as we shall see later.
The empty space function can be estimated by translating the circular test set 
throughout the region. In order to ensure that the test set is wholly within the 
region, we can constrain the centre of the test set to lie within a smaller region, or 
regard the region as a torus, that is with opposite edges of the region being 
identified. We shall adopt the former approach because some of the plants near 
the edge of the region may have been damaged or lost during transplantation. 
Suppose D(u,f) is a disc of radius t centred at u, and N(A) is the number of 
points of the process in a bounded set A , then we can define an unbiased estimator 
G over a region R by
G(t) = 7{/V[D(u,f)]=0) dn  , (2.6)
where B = { ueR  | D (u ,t)cB  } ,
A
so B is the region R trimmed by t. Thus G(t) is the proportion of the region 
further than a distance t from any point.
A
The value of G(t) can be easily calculated by constructing the Dirichlet 
tessellation of the points. Suppose we wish to find to find the empty space 
statistic of a set of points {Px-} in some region R. If we construct the Dirichlet 
tessellation of (p, }, then the Dirichlet cell of P,- is the set of all points in the 
plane nearer to than any other point Py. The contribution of the point P, to
A
G(t) is the area within the sampling region of the complement of the disc of 
radius t in the Dirichlet tile of Pf*.
Of course, we will be interested in a multivariate statistic,
p ( f 1),...,G (fn)j for tx<...<tn ,
in order to give us information about the empty space statistic at different ranges. 
Lotwick (1981) showed that under certain conditions, which are satisfied~by the
# A
Poisson point process, G(t) has asymptotically a multivariate normal distribution 
as the sampling window size increased to fill the whole plane. However, as 
before, we can obtain confidence bands for the null hypothesis of a Poisson 
process by simulation. A value of the empty space estimate above a confidence 
band would tend to indicate that there is more empty space than null hypothesis 
would suggest, so there is some attraction between the points at that range, and
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conversely a value of the empty space estimate below the confidence band that 
there is inhibition at that range.
Lotwick (1981) showed that for a Poisson point process of intensity A,
Var [ G(f) ] = Ant2 e { J 1 2m exp [ 2Xt2(arcosu-u{\-u2)*) ] du -1  } , 
and so for small r,
Var [ G(r) ] -  t2 .
Thus we shall be considering the statistic
log [ G(t) 1 2^ 7)
t 2
The solid lines in figures 5 and 6 show (2.7) plotted against t for the Erophila and 
Poa processes respectively, and the broken lines are simulated 95% confidence 
bands, based on 200 simulations, for the Poisson point process. The tailing off of 
the lower band in figure 5 is due to the empty space statistic becoming small as 
the region becomes packed with discs. It can be seen that the statistic (2.7) for 
the Erophila process is below the 95% confidence band for values of r<8mm, 
implying that there is more inhibition than a Poisson point process up to that 
range. The Poa process is always above the 95% confidence band, implying that 
the Poa process is always more clumped than the Poisson process. This is to be 
expected since the Poa plants are growing mainly in two clumps, ( figure 3 ).
The Erophila is a plant which grows as a rosette, and it is physically 
impossible for one rosette to grow on top of another. Figure 7 is a histogram of 
the diameters of a random sample of 106 of the Erophila plants. A first 
approximation to the Erophila process may be given by the hard-core point 
processes of Matem (1986). He proposed two hard-core models for point 
processes. In the first model, we sample from a Poisson point process and delete 
any point which is within a given distance, say /?, of another point whether 
already deleted or not. In the second model, we again sample from a Poisson 
point process and assign each point a "birth time", that is to say an independent 
realisation of a U(0,1) random variable. We then delete any point which is within 
a given distance, R> of another point with an earlier birth time. Matem’s second 
model would seem to more appropriate for the process of Erophila growth. The 
solid line in figure 8 shows the statistic (2.7) plotted against t for the Erophila 
process and the broken lines simulated 95% confidence bands, based on 200 
simulations, for the second Matem hard-core model with points constrained to be 
at least 6.6 mm apart, the mean rosette diameter. This Matem hard-core model 
will have maximal empty space for r<J6.6=3.3, but in order to calculate G(r), we 
trim the region by a distance f, so the broken lines are non-coincident. This is a
better fit than the Poisson model with the statistic (2.7) lying below the confidence 
bands only for f<4mm. This may be because some of the Erophila plants do 
grow within 6.6 mm of each other. Bartlett (1974) extended this model by taking 
R to be a realisation of some distribution. A better approximation to the Erophila 
process might be made by estimating the distribution of the Erophila diameters.
Another hard-core process that could be used is the hard-core Kelly-Ripley 
processes, see Kelly (1976). These processes have a joint density proportional to
<p(x) = b c tR^  ,
where tR(x) denotes the number of pairs of points closer than a distance R. When 
c=0, then if ^(x)=0, c f* ^  = l, otherwise c**^=0. Hence the case c=0 gives a 
hard-core model which is a realisation of a Poisson process in which there are no 
pairs of points less than a distance R apart, and so is a model for non-overlapping 
spheres of radius y?.
A graphical method of seeing whether there is any trend in the positions of
the Erophila and Poa plants would be to estimate the intensity functions of both
the Erophila and Poa plants when regarded as a point process and seeing how flat
they were. We can estimate the intensity functions non-parametrically by placing
a "bump" centred on each point. More formally, suppose we have a realisation of
N
a point process on some bounded set of area A, say {x,),=1, where N  is the 
number of points in the realisation. For some smoothing parameter h>0, we can 
take
Kh(y) = {Ink2) * exp - M l
2h‘
to be a kernel density function. We can estimate the intensity of the point process 
at y by
lh(y) = 4  E  Kh ( y - \ )  .
yv i=l
so Ih assigns unit mass to unit areas. It only remains to choose h. There are 
many automatic methods for so doing, but for our graphical purposes it is good 
enough to phot some Ih for some values of h and choose the "best" one. Note that 
the value of any intensity function estimated in this way will tend to tail off near 
the boundary unless we impose some kind of periodic boundary conditions.
Figure 9 shows a contour map of the estimated intensity function of the 
Erophila process, and figure 10 shows the the estimated intensity of a realisation 
of a Poisson point process conditional on having the same number of points as the
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Erophila process. Figures 11 and 12 show the same contour maps for the Poa 
process and the Poisson point process conditional on having the same number of 
points as the Poa process. Figure 13 shows the estimated intensity function for 
the second Matem hard-core model conditional on having the same number of 
points as the Erophila process.
Figures 9 and 10 are broadly similar, which suggests that the Erophila process 
is similar to a Poisson process. However, figure 10 has a higher maximum than 
figure 9, so the Poisson process may be more clustered than the Erophila process. 
Likewise, figure 13 is similar to figure 9, though the intensity function in figure 
13 is flatter than that of figure 9, and it has a hole. Hence the Matem hard-core 
model may be used to model the Erophila process, though it may be less 
clustered. Clearly there is little similarity between figures 11 and 12, and so it 
would be better not to model the Poa process with a Poisson process.
3. The Relationship between the Positions of Plants of Different Species
In this section we consider the problem of deciding whether the positions of 
the plants of one species has any effect on the positions of the plants of another 
species. In the previous section we regarded the positions of plants of a particular 
species as a realisation of a spatial point process. In this formulation, the problem 
becomes one of testing whether one species exerts an influence over the other is 
just one of testing for the dependence or independence of one point process from 
another. Harkness and Isham (1983), in a paper investigating the positions of 32 
nests of one species of ants with 17 of another species in a rectangular region, do 
just this, testing for independence by a number of different methods. As before, 
we can divide these tests into four categories :
(i) tests based on quadrat counts ;
(ii) distance-based tests ;
(iii) second order methods ;
(iv) tests based on some test set.
If we suppose that each point process is a Poisson point process, then the 
number of plants of each of the two species in the i th quadrat will be Poisson 
random variables, say and A ,^ having means X and [i say. By stationarity, for 
i=f=y, Mi and Mj are independent realisations of the same random variables, as are 
Ni and Nj. Under the null hypothesis of independence, Afx- and N; are independent 
random variables, so an extremely naive test for independence between the two 
processes can be constructed by estimating the covariance between M, and ty. If
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we have Q quadrats, then we can define a test statistic C by
c  = 7 T E  MtNi -  to  , (3.1)
y  1=1
which has an expected value of zero under the null hypothesis. Positive values of 
C would indicate an attraction between the two point processes, whereas negative 
values would indicate a repulsion.
Harkness and Isham (1983) suggest such an approach with their Table 7 in 
which they give a joint distribution of quadrat counts. These give rise to a C- 
value of 1/16, agreeing with their conclusion that there is no evidence of 
dependence between the two sorts of nests. If we consider the Erophila and Poa 
data over an 8 x 4 array of quadrats, we obtain a C-value of -0.043, again giving 
no evidence of a dependence. It is possible to construct a permutation test to test 
for the significance of C. For example, if n  denotes a permutation of the integers 
from 1 to Q, then
= 77 £  AWrti) -  t o  (3.2)
^  1=1
is a realisation of C under the null hypothesis that the two processes are 
independent stationary point processes. Unfortunately, this type of test based on 
quadrat counts suffers from the usual drawbacks, namely that the results of such a 
test depend upon the choice of origin and the orientation of the quadrats. Again,
such a test is not very powerful against certain alternative hypotheses.
In order to show a dependence between the two types of nests, Harkness and 
Isham (1983) consider some distance-based statistics, concerning the nests of one 
species which have a neighbour nearer than the region boundary. In particular, 
they consider the number of such nests which have the same type of nest as 
nearest neighbour, and the number of such nests which have the other type of nest 
as nearest neighbour, for which they also consider the nearest-neighbour distance. 
These statistics are then compared with two kinds of simulated statistics, one by a 
generated by random simulation of one type of nest ( assuming they form a 
Poisson process ), and the other by a random toroidal shift of the nest positions.
One useful method of collecting data from a " spatiaf point pattern Is  the 
sparse—sampling method, in which the distances from sampling origins to 
neighbouring points are measured. Such sampling methods naturally give rise to 
distance-based tests. Diggle and Cox (1983) compare the powers of some such 
tests for sparsely-sampled multitype spatial point processes.
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As in the previous section, a major problem with these two types of test is 
that they are unable to test for interactions at different ranges simultaneously. In 
order to do this, we have to find analogues of tests based upon second moment 
functions and test sets. Recall that for a point process of intensity A, the K 
function of Ripley (1976) and (1977), XK(t) is the expected number of further 
points within a distance of t of an arbitrary point of the process. Suppose we have 
r  stationary point processes in the plane, with type i being of intensity A/, then we 
can define the second order point moment function, Kg, in the manner of Lotwick 
and Silverman (1982), so KVj is the second moment distribution function of y-type 
points with respect to z-type points. Thus we have Ku is Ripley’s K  function and 
Kij=Kji. Note that a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for an z-type process 
to be independent of a y-type process is that
Kij(t) = xt2 .
A A
They then proceed to give estimators Kg for Kg, which are again extensions of K
A
the estimator for K, and note that the variance of Kg will be larger the more 
clustered the individual marginal processes are. Hence, acceptance regions based 
on the Poisson hypothesis will be too narrow if the marginal processes are 
clustered and vice-versa.
The method of testing which seems to generalise most naturally to more than 
one type of point process is the method based on some kind of test set, for 
example empty space methods. Recall that for a stationary point process X, we 
defined Gx (t) to be the probability that there a disc of radius t contains no point 
of the process. Clearly, for independent stationary point processes X  and T,
Gxu r( ')  = Gx « )  GY(t) . (3.3)
Note that (3.3) extends naturally to processes with more than two types of points. 
Accordingly, Lotwick and Silverman (1982) defined
7 ^ ( 0  = log GX u y(t) -  log Gx (t) -  log Gy(t) (3.4)
as a statistic for investigating the dependence between the X  and Y processes. 
Positive values of t x y  would indicate an attraction between the X  and Y points at 
iL m n g e  of {, whereas negative values would indicate a repulsion between the two 
types of points at that range.
A
We can use the estimates of Gx (t), Gx (t) etc., introduced in the last section 
to obtain an estimate, TXY(t), for TXY(t). Thus,
^xy(0 = l°g GX[j y ( t )  -  log Gx (t) -  log Gy(t) . (3.5)
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Again we would be interested in a multivariate statistic to give us information 
about the dependence between the two species at different ranges,
[ryy(ri)>---»^W(rrt)j for <•••<*« .
In the last section, we noted that Lotwick (1981) had shown that under certain
A
conditions, G(t) has asymptotically a multivariate normal distribution as the 
sampling size increased to fill the whole plane, and he deduced that T(t) also has 
a multivariate normal distribution with zero mean and a covariance matrix 
depending on and the marginal distributions of both the X  and Y
processes. If we knew the marginal distributions fo the X  and Y processes, it
A
would be possible to calculate theoretical confidence bands for T(t), but we could
A
also simulate values for 7(t) by simulating the X  and Y processes.
If however we did not the marginal distribution of the X  and Y processes, we
A
could still simulate values of T(t) under the null hypothesis, by using the 
independence ( under the null hypothesis ) and the stationarity of the X  and Y 
processes. Suppose we regard the region as a torus, that is to say with opposite 
edges identified. If we choose a random translation of the torus, then we can 
obtain a new process Y' by "moving" Y by this translation. Because Y is a 
stationary process, Y* will have the same marginal distribution as Yt and the point 
process Y' will be independent of the process X. Thus we can simulate values of
A
T(t) under the null hypothesis.
Lotwick (1981) showed that under the double Poisson hypothesis, that is both 
the X  and Y are Poisson point processes,
Var [ f ( t ) ]  ~  f 3 , ( 3 .6 )
for small t, so we shall consider the statistic
10000 T(t) (3 7)
r3
The solid line in Figure 14 shows (3.7) plotted against t for the Erophila and Poa 
processes along with 95% confidence bands, based on 200 simulations, generated 
under the double Poisson hypothesis, and figure 15 shows (3.7) plotted against t 
with 95% confidence bands again based on 200 simulations but generated using 
random toroidal shifts. Both are similar, showing that there is inhibition between 
the two species up to a range of about 17mm, just over twice the root diameter of
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the Erophila plants.
4. The Relationship between Plant Spacing and Yield
There are many quantities there may be regarded as the yield of a plant, for 
example its height, weight etc., but the quantity for which we have data for the 
Erophila plants are their seed numbers. Figure 16 is a histogram of seed numbers 
for the Erophila plants. From figure 16 it can be seen that just over half the 
Erophila plants are seedless, and figure 17 is a histogram of the Dirichlet tile areas 
of the seedless plants. In the following analysis, we shall sometimes be 
considering all the Erophila plants and sometimes just those plants that produced 
seeds.
One model that could be used where the yield takes a limited number of 
integral values is the proportional odds model. Suppose that fy(x) denotes the 
probability that a plant with covariate x has a yield of j  or less, then we can 
define the odds that a plant has a yield of more than y, the odds of "survival" 
beyond j  to be
¥<> -  ■1 r /* )
The proportional odds model then gives us
Zj(x) = Xj(xQ) exp { pT( x - X q )  } j=0 ,...,fc-l ,
where x0 is some arbitrary known value and Ay(x0) is a set of k nuisance 
parameters. McCullagh (1980) and others have used unconditional maximum 
likelihood to estimate simultaneously the k nuisance parameters Aj(xq) and the 
regression parameter vector p. McCullagh (1984) gives a method of eliminating 
the nuisance parameters when we have more than one "strata", ( in our case, more 
than one seed tray ), and p  is constant across strata. Unfortunately, this model 
was not useful for the Erophila data, mainly because of the high value of the seed 
number for some plants, corresponding to high value of k, compared with the 
number of plants.
If we regard the positions of the plant as a point process in the plane, it is 
plausible that a plant obtains its nutrients entirely from its Dirichlet tile, its 
Dirichlet tile being that portion of the plane nearer to it than to any other plant. 
Thus it seems natural to use the Dirichlet tessellation to explore the relationship 
between plant spacing. Mead (1966) was the first paper to use the Dirichlet 
tessellation to try to explain the yield of a plant, by defining various explanatory 
variables in a linear regression for the yield in terms of the Dirichlet tessellation. 
Suppose the plant position is P, the vertices of its Dirichlet tile are Vj, and the
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centroid of its tile is C. We can then define the mean distance of the centroid 
from the vertices, D, to be the weighted sum
D = i ^ wi , c v ' 1 ’
where wt- is the external angle of the Dirichlet tile at vertex Vr  Mead (1966) used 
three statistics based on a plant’s Dirichlet tile as the explanatory variables in a 
linear regression for the yield.
(i) Area, A = area of the Dirichlet tile ;
(ii) Eccircularity, X = D
CP(iii) Abcentricity, v = D
Eccircularity is a measure of how much the tile shape differs from being
circular, and has a minimum value of 1. Abcentricity measures the departure of
the centroid of the tile from the plant. It is zero when these two points coincide 
and tends to 1 as the plant tends to one vertex of a regular tile. For irregular tiles, 
abcentricity may be greater than 1 as the plant tends to a vertex of a tile.
Mead used regressions of the form
Yi = a  + piA i  + p2^i + P3vi +  £i (4*1)
and
Yt = a + p^ogiAi) + p2Xi + p3vt + £i , (4.2)
where Yt is the yield of plant i etc. and et- are independent normal errors. He 
attempted to estimate values of a  and P\^,3 both for plants from a single block or 
across blocks. We can extend these ideas to try regressions of the form
log(yj) = a  + p xAi + p2Xi + p3Vi + £i (4.3)
and
log(r,) = a  + p x\og{A{) + p2Xi + p3vi + £i . (4.4)
The "minimum number of seeds for an Erophila plant which produced seeds is 
23, so we cannot attempt to Fit a regression model based on normal errors to the 
entire data set. However, when we attempt to fit these regressions to the Erophila 
data for the 94 plants with seeds, we obtain the following F-statistics on 3 and 90 
degrees of freedom for the significance of the regression, and consequently the 
following /7-value for the regressions :
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(4.1) 3.82 0.013 ,
(4.2) 4.07 0.009 ,
(4.3) 3.48 0.019 ,
(4.4) 4.07 0.009 .
Thus, all the regressions (4.1)-(4.4) are significant. When we test the hypothesis
that a,Pi = 0 for each regression, we obtain the following r-statistics on 90 
degrees of freedom :
a fil Pi 03
1.01 3.14 0.20 1.12
-1.69 3.26 0.98 1.14
8.36 2.90 -0.06 1.16
2.09 3.18 0.75 1.20
where P[ 1 |< 2 .0 0 ]= 0 .0 5 . Hence abcentricity and eccirularity are not 
significant explanatory variables, so we shall consider regressions of the form
Yi = a + PiAi + £i , (4.5)
Yi = a  + PilogiAp + £i , (4.6)
log (Yi) = a +  p yAi + si , (4.7)
and
log(r{) = a  + p x\og(Ai) + £t . (4.8)
Attempting to fit the regressions (4.5)-(4.8) we obtain the following F- 
statistics on 1 and 92 degrees of freedom for the significance of the regressions 
and their corresponding p-values :
(4.5) 10.3 0.008 ,
(4.6) 10.3 0.014 ,
(4.7) 9.08 0.002 ,
(4.8) 10.5 0.003 .
Figures 18 and 19 show a plot of yield against tile area and the logarithm of tile 
area respectively for seeded Erophila plants, and figures 20 and 21 a plot of the 
logarithm of yield against tile area and the logarithm of tile area respectively.
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A plant is obviously going to be more successful at capturing nutrients from 
some parts of its tile than from others, and the concepts of abcentricity and 
eccircularity are an attempt to model this. However, in our case and many others, 
the area or some function of it is by far the most significant explanatory variable. 
This is probably because abcentricity and eccircularity are artificial mathematical 
concepts and they are not commensurable with each other or with the area of a 
tile, that is to say it is unclear as to whether we should use abcentricity or, for 
example, the square of abcentricity in the regression.
It would appear that a plant will be more successful at extracting nutrients 
from the nearer parts of its tile than the other parts. Accordingly, Sibson ( 
personal communication ) introduced a model based on the area in a plant’s tile 
within a certain distance of the plant. Thus, we can consider models of the form
Y; = a + pAt(r) + £,• , (4.9)
and
Yi = a  + fi\og[Ai(r)] + £i , (4.10)
where A,(r) denotes the area in the i th plant’s tile within a distance r  of the plant. 
We can fit regressions of the form (4.9) and (4.10) for different values of r, and 
find a value of r that gives the best fit, both for an individual plot or across plots 
if we wish. Sibson did this with some success for the plant data in Mead (1966). 
Figures 22 and 23 are plots of the yield of seeded plants against the area within r 
for r =8 and 10mm respectively.
Unfortunately, as we can see from figures 22 and 23, there is no such simple 
linear trend between the area within r of a plant in its tile and the plant’s yield. 
In order to test for a connection we can construct a non-parametric test of the 
correlation between the yield and the area within r.
Suppose we have n plants, then we can define a statistic C by
C{r) = - L  £  Y M r )  . (411)
AY i= i
where A is the area of the region and Y is the average yield. Clearly C(r)>0 for 
x>0, and is an increasing function of r. If Yt and At are independent, then
E[C(r)] = -X= £  E[rj EM,(r)] < £  A; < 1 ,
AY j=i ^  i=i
where At is the area of the i th tile. If we take our null hypothesis to be that there 
is no correlation between Yt and At(r), then we can simulate values of C(r) under 
the null hypothesis by permuting the yields, Yit amongst the tiles, to obtain
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C,(r)  = 4 j  Yx(j)Aj(r) ,
A Y  i=\
where iz is a permutation of the integers from 1 to n. We can then plot C(r) 
against r  along with confidence bands to see at what values of r  significant 
correlation occurs.
We are using a non-parametric test, so we can perform this test both on all 
the Erophila data and just on those Erophila plants which produced seeds. The 
solid line in figure 24 shows this function for all the Erophila plants along with 
95% confidence bands obtained from 200 permutations, and figure 25 for just the 
seeded Erophila plants. In figure 24 the function C (r) is above the confidence 
bands for values of r>12mm, about the root diameter, whereas in figure 25 it is 
not. This would imply that that there is a correlation between not producing any 
seed at all and having a small tile area within r, but given that a plant has
produced seeds, its tile area within r is not correlated with its seed number.
However this is not a very powerful test.
It can be seen from the triangular shape of the distribution of the points in 
figures 20-23 that the mean of the distribution of Yt given A,(r), is roughly 
linearly dependent on Af(r), and it may be possible to postulate a model based on 
this and obtain an estimate of r dependent on the best fit. Again, bearing in mind 
the triangular shape of the distribution of points, we could attempt to fit an 
extremely simple model in which
Yi ~ Uni [ a,b+mAi(r) ] , (4.12)
where a,b,m  and r  are parameters to be estimated. A model such as (4.12) would
not be robust to outliers. Clearly, a<Min(Yi) and b>a, so a single plant with a 
small yield and large tile would give an unnecessarily small value of a. However 
this is not such a serious a problem as a single outlying plant with a large yield 
and a small tile as this will give a far too large value of m.
A more sensible approach is one which does not have a cut-off point for high 
values of the yield. Since we are dealing with integer values for the yield, we 
will attempt to fit a model based upon the Poisson distribution, but it would be 
possible to use the same argument for the exponen*ta4-distribution for a continuous 
yield. Suppose
Yi ~ P o i [ Mi ( r ) ]  , (4.13)
then
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P ( y<=yi) =
e~M‘<r) X*Ayi ‘
T,'-
It only remains to estimate the parameters A and r, which can be done by the 
method of maximum likelihood. The likehood function is given by
f n  V I
n > ;!L ( y  ; X,r ) = e X lA M  A2 *
i= 1
so the log likelihood is given by
1=1
L ( y ; A,r ) = -  XJ^A^r) + log(A)£y,. (4.14)
i= 1 i=l
+ E^logl^r)] -  XiogCy,!) .
x= 1 i= 1
The function At(r) is a differentiable function of r since it is a sum of areas of 
intersection between fixed triangles and a circle with a fixed centre and of radius 
r, so differentiating (4.14) gives us
2  f  n 1 n
+ , (4.15)dX i=1 x i=l
and
2L n n A.'(r)
^  = -  * Z A S (r )  + £  y i- t —  . (4.16)
d r  i= i  i= i  M r )
Equating (4.15) and (4.16) to zero, we obtain the following equations for r and A, 
the maximum likelihood estimates of r and A,
. i v wn A: (r) n • J
E yi ~T7z- ~ E yt ------ = 0 • <4-17)





  • (4.18)
Z M ? )
i= 1
We can approximate values of /t; '  by using
A fr + V - A t r )
M ( r )  = --------- 7--------- . (4.19)h
for small h, and so we can find approximate solutions of (4.17) and (4.18) for r
A
and A. These solutions can then be checked with (4.14) to see whether they
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maximise the log-likelihood function, as one solution to (4.18) is r>\d, where d  is 
the largest Dirichlet cell diameter.
If we attempt to fit such a model to those Erophila plants which produced 
seeds, we obtain maximum likelihood estimates for r and X of ?-9mm  and
/v
A=0.33. It is interesting to note that this value of r is roughly the average root 
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Simulation of Homogeneous Gaussian Random Fields
1. Introduction
A real-valued random field P on is a suitably well-defined random 
function P: R ^-»R  ; the conditions for this will be given below. A realisation of 
P is therefore just a deterministic real-valued function on R^, and so we can make 
stochastic statements about the nature of real-valued random fields in the same 
way that we can make statements about real-valued functions. For example one 
class of random fields is the class of discrete random fields, that is those in which 
the random function can take values in a countable set. A map coloured with two 
colours is a realisation of a simple type of discrete random field in R2. Another 
class of random fields that is of particular interest in image analysis is the class of 
Markov random fields. In this class of random field, the distribution of the value 
of the field in one region is known conditional on the values of the field in some 
pre-determined set of neighbouring regions.
Another class of random fields of practical interest consists of those random 
fields that exhibit continuity in some stochastic sense. For example, the surface of 
this piece of paper, on a microscopic level, can be modelled as a two dimensional 
continuous random field. The surface of the sea at any particular time can also be 
modelled as a two dimensional continuous random field, but if we were interested 
in how the sea surface changed over time, we could model it as three dimensional 
continuous random field, having two spatial dimensions and one temporal 
dimension. Examples of such modelling include the modelling of metallic 
surfaces by Greenwood and Williamson (1966), and the modelling of sea surfaces 
by Longuet-Higgins (1957).
One of the most useful tools for studying real-valued random fields is that of 
the excursion set, AU(P,S), above a given level m g R, which is defined for any 
S c R w by
AU(P,S)  = { teS  | P(t)7>u } ,
the set of all points in S above m . There has been much work on excursion sets 
and related topics, such as the nature of maxima of a random field. Most of this 
work has been done in the area of Gaussian random fields, that is those for which 
the joint distribution of any collection of points is multivariate Gaussian. This is 
because Gaussian random fields can be used for practical purposes, for example 
modelling, and are among the easier random fields to handle analytically. Adler
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(1981), summarises most of the theoretical results.
The random fields we shall deal with are Gaussian and for the most part 
differentiable. Continuous, non-differentiable Helds do occur in reality, such as in 
the theory of fractals, see Mandelbrot (1977), but they are generally extremely 
rough surfaces having excursion sets composed of uncountably many components.
For a more formal definition of a random field, consider a collection of real- 
valued random variables, P(t), indexed by points t in R^, along with a collection 
of measures,
Fti ^ for any t^eR^ and /i= l,2 ,... ,
on the Borel sets in Rn which satisfy
Fti B ) = P [ ( F (t1),...,P (tn) ) € B ] V Borel sets B e Rn. (1.1)
The Daniell-Kolmogorov Theorem gives us the following necessary and sufficient 
conditions on F  for P to be a well-defined stochastic process on the points of R^, 
that is a random field  on R^.
(a) Symmetry. If we write F  as a distribution function
F tl t), (x i , . . . ,x n), then F  should remain invariant whenever {xt}
and {tt } are acted on by the same permutation.
(b) Consistency. For every Borel set, B, on Rn and n,m= 1 ,2 ,...,
FU U..(Bx Rm) = FU t.(B) .
Naturally, it would be of interest to know when real-valued random fields 
were stochastically equal, and, just as with random variables, there are many 
senses in which real-valued random fields could be said to be stochastically equal. 
The strictest type of stochastic equality occurs when two real-valued random fields 
P and Q satisfy
P ( P<f) = G(t) } = 1 V teR * ;
P and Q are then said to be equivalent. ------
For any realisation of F, the subset of R^+1 determined by {(t,P(t)):teR^}. 
is called a sample path or sample function of F; this is clearly of importance in 
the simulation of F. It is not difficult to construct equivalent random fields which 
possess differing sample path behaviours, see Adler (1981), so the collection of 
finite dimensional measures (1.1) for F do not necessarily determine the behaviour
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of the sample functions of P. Since we are essentially proposing to use the 
collection of finite dimensional measures (1.1) for P in order to simulate P we 
have to impose the technical condition of separability, see Adler (1981), on P. A 
separable field ensures that the sample function is determined by its value on an
dimensional measures (1.1). For every stochastic process there is a corresponding 
equivalent separable stochastic process, see Adler (1981), so there is no loss in 
generality in assuming that a random field is separable.
One of the most basic basic properties a random field can possess is that of 
being independent of location or homogeneous. Suppose P is a well-defined 
random field on R^, then we say that P is strictly homogeneous ( or strictly 
stationary ) if, any k real numbers jq and any (k+1) points in R^,
tj ,...,t* ,r, satisfy
for £=1,2,... . This condition is obviously equivalent to requiring that the 
distribution function, Fti be invariant under translations of the t{.
The first order moment function for a random field is given by E[P(t)], so for 
a strictly homogeneous random field
and without loss of generality we can assume that this constant is zero. The 
second order moment, RiR2^ —»R, is defined by
A random field that satisfies (1.2) and (1.3) is known as a second-order 
homogeneous or stationary random field, and clearly every strictly homogeneous 
random field is homogeneous. For a homogeneous random field, we can simplify 
our notation and considering R: R ^-»R , write
everywhere dense countable subset of R^, and thus by the collection of finite
P [ P (t1)<*1,..,P(t*)<*ik ] = P [ />(t1+ r )£ r1,..,P(t*+r)<** ]
E [ P(t) ] = constant , (1.2)
[f(s)-E[/’(s)]J [p(t)-E[P(t)]
which, for a strictly homogeneous random field, reduces to 
P(s,t) = E { P(s)P(t) } = E { P(s-t)P (0) }
= function of (s-t)  alone. (1.3)
R(s - t)  = E { P(s)P(t) ) = E { P (s-t)P (0) ) . (1.4)
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The arguments outlined above, suitably modified, also hold for complex­
valued random Helds, X, on R^, with a covariance being defined by
R(s,t) = E <( X(s)-E[X(s)] ) ( X(t)-E[X(t)] )
A further restrictive condition we can place on a homogeneous random field 
is that of isotropy, which requires that the covariance function is a function of the 
length of the argument alone :
R ( t ) = R ( \ t \ )  . (1.5)
Hence an isotropic random field is one in which the distribution functions,
Fti are invariant under rotations, that is there are no preferred directions.
Matem (1986) showed that the covariance function of an isotropic random field is 
bounded below in the following sense,
R(t) > Inf { rQVX?/«)i(w- 2)V _ 2)(tt) } R(0) ,
u>0 zv '
where Jk denotes the Bessel function of the first kind of order k. If #(0)=1, then, 
for example, isotropic covariances are bounded below by -0.403 in R2 and 
-0 .218 in R3.
A Gaussian random field, or Gaussian stochastic process, on R^ is a random 
field in which the distribution functions, Ft mm^ 9 are all multivariate normal 
distribution functions, that is to say that for any Jfc=l,2 ,... and tj,...,t* , the vector 
( P (tj) ,. . . ,P(tk) ) has a ^-dimensional multivariate Gaussian distribution. If a 
Gaussian random field is homogeneous, then it has constant mean and /?(s,t) is a 
function of (s-t) alone, and it is easily seen from the form of the density function 
of a multivariate normal density that a Gaussian random field is also strictly 
homogeneous.
There are two main reasons why we are interested in simulating stochastic 
processes. Firstly, as an exploratory technique, we can simulate a model to see 
what it looks like, and secondly, we can use simulated data for inference for 
Monte-Carlo tests. In the latter case we may be interested in some statistic of the 
model. Each time we simulate the model, we can also calculate a simulated 
statistic conditional on the model and thus calculate an empirical distribution of 
the statistic conditional on the model. This empirical distribution can then be used 
for tests of statistical hypotheses.
There are various ways to simulate homogeneous Gaussian random fields. If 
we only wanted to simulate a homogeneous random field at a few pre-determined 
points for which we knew the covariance matrix, £, we could just treat the
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simulation as the simulation of a multivariate normal random variable. Suppose 
are independent N(0,l)  random variables and M  is an nxn  matrix, then
is an ^-dimensional multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and 
covariance matrix MMT. Thus, all that remains to be done is to find a matrix M  
such that X=MA/r . If we cannot calculate M  analytically, then we can use the 
Cholesky decomposition which gives a lower triangular matrix L such that 
JL=LLt . Note that we can simulate a non-isotropic Gaussian random field by this 
method.
We may however need an algorithm to simulate a Gaussian random field at 
an arbitrary set of points Most methods for simulating a Gaussian random field 
with a given covariance function at an arbitrary set of points use a central limit 
approximation by taking the average of a number of homogeneous non-Gaussian 
random fields having the same covariance function.
One such method for the simulation of an isotropic Gaussian random field is 
the "random coin" method given by Sironvalle (1980), which is a generalisation of 
the "non-random coin" method of Zubrzycki (1957). Suppose we place on each 
point of a Poisson point process of parameter A the centre of a disc or "coin" of 
radius /?, where R is a random variable having distribution function F. Let Z(x) 
be the number of coins covering the point x, and suppose Z has covariance 
function c : R+ —> R. In the plane, for example, F and c are related by
2_ 
izX
If A is chosen appropriately, this gives us a proper distribution function for many 
covariance functions c. Z  is then a non-Gaussian process, but we can average 
several independent copies to obtain a Gaussian process. This is also equivalent 
to taking A large, re-scaling the covariance function, and considering A- 1Z.
The "turning band" method of Matheron (1973) gives another a method for 
isotropic Gaussian random fields by considering the rotations of linear processes 
along arbitrary lines. Suppose Pi is a homogeneous process on R having 
covariance Rj. If 9 is a random rotation in R^ and we take
P { t ) = P xW ) i )  . (1.7)
then R and /?j are related by
* ( 1 *1} = g i n w - i ) ]  * l (v | t l ) ( 1  - y2)1(V' 3) dv • o -8>
Given a covariance function /?, we can invert (1.8) to obtain /?j the covariance
function of a Gaussian process on R. If we can simulate such a process on R, we
l - F ( r )  = r c "( i)  i s2- r 2)~l ds . (1.6)
JTA Jr
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can then use (1.7) to simulate a non-Gaussian process on having the correct 
covariance, and an average of a number of these processes gives us an 
approximately Gaussian random field having the correct covariance function.
To use the turning bands method, we need to produce a one dimensional 
homogeneous random field. One method given by Ripley, Ripley (1987), is to 
consider a generalised moving average process,
X(x)  = J k (x -y)  dB(y) , (1.9)
where k is an integrable function and B denotes Brownian motion. This process 
has covariance function
R(x)  = J k(x-u)k(u)  du . (1-10)
a  a
(1.10) is a convolution, so if R and k denote the Fourier transforms of R and k 
respectively, then
A A / s
R(t) = k(t) .
We can therefore either calculate R, and hence k, analytically or by means of the 
fast Fourier transform. (1.9) is also a convolution and so the fast Fourier 
transform of X  can easily be evaluated numerically and thus X. Details are given 
in Ripley (1987) and Davis, Hagan and Borgman (1981).
The method given below to simulate homogeneous, not necessarily isotropic, 
Gaussian random fields also depends on defining such a field in terms of a 
stochastic integral, which can then approximated in one of two methods. The 
formal definition of this integral is given in the next section. The first method, 
considered in Section 3, approximates the integral by its Riemann sum. This
constrains the simulated field to be Gaussian and has the covariance function
approaching the correct covariance function asymptotically. The second method 
involves a Monte-Carlo approach to the integral, which gives a simulated field 
with the correct covariance and is asymptotically Gaussian. This method is 
considered in Section 4 and an algorithm for its implementation is given in
Section 5. In Section 6 we consider the %2 random field, which is a sum of
squares of Gaussian random fields, and in the final section we give some contour 
maps of computer simulations of these fields.
2. Integral Representation of a Homogeneous Gaussian Random Field
In this section we shall give a representation of a homogeneous Gaussian 
random field with mean zero and unit variance in terms of Riemann-Stieltjes 
stochastic integral. Our treatment of stochastic integrals will be an expanded 
version of pages 28-30 of Adler (1981).
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Suppose we have a complex-valued random field 7/(t), teR ^, which is mean 
square continuous and has finite variance for all t. In order to define the 
stochastic integral, we need to regard 77 as if it were an N-dimensional distribution 
function, but for a complex-valued measure. We can do this by first defining 
define a function, ij on the intervals of R^. Suppose
/ = ( ( 3 l  A ] x . . . x ( f l j V f ^ ]
is an interval in R^, then we can define
gN(x i>...,% ) = T](xl7.. . txN) ,
8n - 1 =
8n  ^1 » • • • » ■ * « -1 » ^ n » ( ^ n + l  
~~8n ^1 » * * * » - * n - l  » ^ n » ( ^ n + l  » ^ n + l ] » * * * » ( ^ A f > ^ W ] j  »
W )  -  go ]»•••»(%, j » (2.1)
SO f j ( 0 ) = O .
We first show that if /  is expressed as a finite disjoint union of subintervals, 
then i] is finitely additive. If /  is the disjoint union of two subintervals, so 
2, where, without loss of generality,
I \  —  ( ^ i > C i ] x ( a 2 , £ 2 ] x . . . x ( a y y , f y v ]  »
^2 = (cl , ^ l l x (fl2»^2 ] x --*x (<37V»^] » 
for some ax <cx <b±. Then clearly,
m  = W i )  + m )  •
Therefore suppose inductively that any interval is additive with respect to a
n + l
partition into n subintervals. Consider a partition into n+l subintervals,
1=1
where
=  ( f l l  »c l ] x . . * x ( a 7V»c A^] »
and ax <C\ <b\ . If we define /j ,/2 as above, then /2 = 0 , so /2 is the disjoint
union of {/2 and hence
n + l  n + l
Wi) = X ^rV *) = X Wir\h) •
/k=2 jk=l
Suppose (&!,a2, . . . ,% )e /n+1, where / n+1 is the closure of / n+i, then
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11 (~}Jn+1 = 0 , and so we have
n + l
Wx) = E W in4) = X 4ftrV*) •
Jk= 1 Jk = l
Thus,
<?(/) = + W i )
n + l
= Z  W i M )  + W 2 C \h )
*= i 
n + l
= E «(/*) .
*=i
and the inductive proof is complete.
Thus ij is finitely additive for any any partition of an interval into 
subintervals. We can extend this definition to the class SiN of sets which are finite 
unions of disjoint intervals by
4 ( u ^ )  = i : W i ) .
i = l  i = l
n
for any collection {/X }1=1 of disjoint intervals, fj is then well-defined as a random 
additive set function on AN, for suppose we have two collections of disjoint
n m n m
intervals, {/,}/=i and [Jj)j=\ with y jl i  = { jJ j, then











Now, E[ | ij(7) | 2] is finite for all intervals /, so we can define 7/ to be a field 
with orthogonal increments if
E [ W ) W ) ]  = 0 , (2.2)
for all pairs of disjoint intervals / , / .  For such a field, we can define an additive
A IT
finite set function, F on A  by
(2.3)
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for any SeJlN, so F (0 )= 0. In order to show that F  is a measure on it only 
remains to show that F is countably additive on that is to say suppose {5/} is
oo




=  E  W i )
i = l
If is a decreasing sequence of sets with ^ 4 t= 0 , then we can
i = l
say A, —> 0 as z—»©°. Suppose {/,} is a sequence of intervals such that / / —>0 as 
z-^oo then fj(Ii)—>0 in mean square as 77 is mean square continuous. Thus for 
any {7, } a collection of members of AN, with 7 ,—»0, ‘fj(Ti)—>0 in mean square, 
and hence F (7 t) —>0.
00








= Z  F(Si) + F(Tn) , 
i = l
-  E  F(s i) =  F ( r n) ->  0  a s « - > ~  ,
i = l
and hence F is countably additive on siN. Thus F  defines a measure on JLN. F 
also defines, up to a constant, a point function on R^, say F. If we set 
F - 00)=0, then F  is a scaled multivariate distribution function.
For such random fields, we can define mean square stochastic integrals. 
Suppose A>0, then we can define AN=(-A,A]N. If we divide AN into An disjoint 
Inj for 1 <j<An with zn. <=/„. and
Sup Vol(In.) -> 0 as n—>oo
1 <j<Am
We can now use Adler’s Theorem 2.3.1 to define the stochastic integral.
Theorem.
If 77 is a complex-valued random field with orthogonal increments, 
then the Riemann-Stieltjes integral
JR* S(z) dv(t)
is well-defined as the mean square limit
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A .
lim lim £  g(z ) fj(I )
A—><** n —>°° j= j
for all g for which
JR» I g (z) 12 dF(i) exists □
In particular,
J r »  * “ ' *  d , ( z )
is a well-defined Riemann-Stieltjes integral converging in mean square for all 
teR "
Suppose Y is a homogeneous complex-valued random field on with mean 
zero and finite variance, and having covariance function RY. If Y is continuous in 
mean square, then
Ry(t)-Ry(t+h) = E [|r(t+h)-K (0)|2] -  E [| r(t)-K(0) 12J -> 0 as h->0 ,
so /?y(t) is continuous for all teR ^. Hence, by Bochner’s Theorem, RY has a 
representation of the form
* r ( ‘) =  JR* ‘ it z ^ ( z > • (2-4)
where F is the spectral distribution function of T. We can now use the Spectral 
Representation Theorem, ( Adler’s Theorem 2.4.1 ) to define a random field in 
terms of a stochastic interval.
Spectral Representation Theorem.
For every mean square continuous homogeneous random field T(t) 
with zero mean, there exists a mean square continuous field 77 (t) 
with orthogonal increments, such that, for each t, T(t) can be 
represented as a mean square integral as follows :
y (‘) = JR„ e it z dV(z) . (2.5)
The field 77(t) is defined up to an additive constant. If this is fixed by setting 
77(—°°,...,—°°)=0, then we have
E[»/(t)]=0 , E [| »?(t)|2]=F(t) , E [|<?(t)|2] = f ( / )  , (2 .6 )
where I  is any interval and F is determined by (2.4)
We are now in a position to use this theory to simulate an A-dimensional 
Gaussian random field P which has mean zero and covariance function RP. 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that V?/>(0)=1. If P and Q are 
independent and identically distributed random fields, then /?p=/?g, and we can
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define a complex-valued Gaussian random field X  by
X(t) = P(t) + iQ(t). (2.7)
Now,
Rx (t) = E [ F(0)F(t) ] + E [ Q(O)0(t) ]
-  Rp(t) + Fg(t) = 2/?/»(t) , 
and hence /?*(())=2. We know from (2.4) that
% « )  = JR„ e U l dF(z) , 
where F is the spectral distribution function of X. However,
% (0) = l ^ d F  = 2 ,
so F=2FW, where Fw is the distribution function of some random variable W on 
R^. In particular, Rx {t) = 2 ^ ( t )  = 2RP(t), where q>w is the characteristic 
function of W. However P is a real-valued random field, thus Rp=<pw is real- 
valued, and so W is a symmetric random variable.
For zeR ^, suppose we let //(z) -  N[0,Fw(z)], with
E [ /z(z)/z(z') ] = Fw [ Min(z1,z '1),...,A/w(zJV,z/iV) ] ,
then /z is a well-defined real-valued random process on R^ with mean zero. As 
before, we can extend this definition so p. is also a random additive set function 
on An . If we let 7(x) denote the semi-infinite interval (-oo,x1)x...x(-oo,xA^), 
then /z(x)=/z(/(x)), so
E [/2(/(x))/?(/(y» J = E[/x(x)//(y)] = P [w e /(x )U /(y) J .
By expressing any interval as the appropriate unions and complements of semi­
infinite intervals, we can show that for two intervals I  and / ,  
E [/2 (/)/2 (/)]= P [W s/f-y ]- In particular, E [  |/2 ( / ) |2 ] =P(W e/), and also 
E[/2(/)/2(/)]=0, if /  and J  are disjoint, Hence // is a field with orthogonal 
increments. Suppose fJ. and v are independent and identically distributed random 
fields, then we can define a complex-valued random field X by
X(t) = /z(t) + /v(t) ,
and we can extend this definition as before to give a random field with orthogonal 
complements, and so
E[A(t)]=0 , E [ |A (t) |2]=2Fw(t) , E [|X (t) |2]=2P(W e/) . (2.8)
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Consider the following mean square convergent Riemann-Stieltjes integral, 
which defines a complex-valued homogeneous random field X'=P'+iQ' on R^,
X'(t) = L  e1' 1 dX to  = lim Mm e*"' X(/ )
K  n—><»
= lim lim X'A (t) say. (2.9)
A—*°° n—>°° "
For any A and n, the real and imaginary parts of X'A^  (t) are the finite sums of 
independent normal random variables and hence are normally distributed, and so 
the real and imaginary parts of X'(t), P ' and Q \  are mean square limits of normal 
random variables and hence are normally distributed. Now,
E[X'(t)X'(0)] = iE[P'(t)Q '(Q)+P'(0)Q 'm = 2 iE [P '(t)Q 'm  
= E [ jR„iR,  e it z dX(z)dX(y)\
= E [/r» /b*  e ‘t X de(-z ’t i  ] = 0 ’
where d0(z,y) = dji(z)dii{y) -  dv(z)dv(y) + idji(z)dv(y) + idv{z)dji{y) .
P r and Q' are therefore independent Gaussian random fields. The spectral 
representation theorem tells us that X  has an integral representation and from (2.8),
it must be of the form of (2.9). Thus X  and X ' are the same random field, and we
haver the following integral representations for P and Q,
P(t) = JR„ c o s (t .z )  dub) -  JK„ sin(f.z) dv(z) , (2.10)
2 (0  = jR„ sin(t.z) ^u(z) + Jr „ c°s(t.z) dv(z) . (2.11)
We can also give expressions for the j th partial derivatives of X, X}, where 
they exist, as
Xj(t) = ^ - = \ rH izje111 dX(z) , (2.12)
so Pj(t) = -  JR„ z; s in ( t .z )  dfi(z) -  JR„ ZyCOs(t.z) dv(z) , (2.13)
and Qj(t) = JR„ Zycos(t.z) d)i(z) -  JR„ Zysin(t.z) dv(z) . (2.14)
Clearly P} and Qj are uncorrelated and therefore asymptotically independent. 
These integrals converge if and only if
E [ I 12 ] exists,
that is if and only if
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d <Pw — exists.
<*/ .=0
Equations (2.10) and (2.11) define Gaussian random fields with zero mean 
and covariance Rp. There are two obvious ways in which to use (2.10) and (2.11) 
to simulate a random field. The first method, considered in the next section is to 
approximate the integrals (2.10) and (2.11) by their Riemann sums, and then 
simulate those sums. The second method involves a Monte-Carlo integration 
approach and is considered in Section 4.
3. Riemann Sum Simulation
As outlined above, one method of simulating a Gaussian Random Field is to 
approximate the integrals (2.10) and (2.11) by their Riemann-Stieltjes sum. Let 
PAm and QA denote these Riemann sums, so for example,
PA.(to =  2  C O S ( t . Z + S in (t.Z ^ )(>(/„.) , (3.1)
j= 1
and let XA^  =PAm +iQA„ • Thus PAm is a finite sum of independent normal random 
variables, so
-  n
Hence PA is easily simulated and
o . z p ( y
i= i
(3.2)
lim lim PK {t) = Pit) .
A—><*» n—><**
The covariance function of PAm is given by
Rp  — E PaM P a (t)
>4-
► = X  cos(t.zrt.) P[W e/n.]
7=1
so asymptotically the covariance is given by the integral
JR» cos(t.z) dFy/(z) = ?v(t) = Rp(t) , 
the covariance function of P. The correlation between PAh and QA is given by
E [ ^ ( 0 ) ^ ( 0 ]  = £  sin(t.z_ )P[W e(/_ ] ,
"  J  J
7=1
so if we choose In. and zn in a symmetric manner, then PAm and QAm are 
uncorrelated and hence independent. In any case the asymptotic correlation is 
given by
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JR„ sin(t.z) dFy,(z) = 0 ,
so PA and QAm are asymptotically uncorrelated and thus are asymptotically 
independent.
If we can calculate the "elements of measure", /£(/*.) in (3.1), then we can 
simulate a Gaussian random Held having asymptotically the correct covariance 
function.
We are naturally interested in how closely the Riemann sum simulation 
approximates to a Gaussian random field. One good estimate of this will be given 
by the mean square error in approximating P by PAm. Now,
E [ \P (t)-P A'(t) | 2 ] = i  E [ |X(t)-XA„(t) | 2 ] ,
so the mean square error in approximating P by PAm is half the mean square error
in approximating X  by XAm. If we define
Xa ( ‘ ) =  JA„ dX(T) ,
then
E [ |X (t)-X A( t ) |2 ] = JR„U„ |««-*|2 d[2Fy,{z)\
If we take
= 2 P [w e R ^ N A ^ J  .
h = N ^  Sup V ol(L ) , 
l <j<A. 1
then h bounds the largest distance between two points in the same box. So
E f |XA(t)-XA<( t ) |2 1 = 2 2 /  |* F„(z)
L J 7=1 1
S 2 1112A2 P (W eAw) < 2 1112/i2 .
Now
E [ |AT(t)-XA_ (t) |2 ] < E ( |X(t)-XA(t) | + |XA(t)-X , (t) | Y
< 2 E [  |X(t)-XA(t) l2 ]
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Thus the mean square error is given by
E [ | / >( t ) - / \ ( t ) | 2 ] S 2 P ( W e  Rn \An  ) + 2 | t | 2/t2 . (3.3)
Similar estimates for the mean square error can be obtained for the Riemann sum 
simulation of the integrals for the derivatives of P and Q.
Figures 1 and 2 of Section 7 are contour maps of Gaussian random fields 
simulated by using this method.
4. Monte-Carlo Simulation
As mentioned at the end of Section 2, we can use a Monte-Carlo type of 
approach in order to evaluate the integrals that give rise to a homogeneous 
Gaussian random field. We can do this by simulating from the random variable 
W in Section 2 in order to give us realisations of the random measures and v. 
In this section we shall give the theoretical arguments behind this idea and in the 
next section an algorithm for implementing it
Let W be a symmetric random variable on with probability measure P, 
distribution function and real characteristic function qty. If we let M  be a 
positive integer, then we can define the following random variables :
(i) Wi»...,ww independently from W ;
(ii) Ui and Vj, . . . ,vM independently from an N(0; 1/M) distribution.
Let B denote the set of Borel sets in then, for /eB , define
S (/) = { k  I w*€/ ) ,
and « (/)  = |S (/)  | ,
so S(I)  is an index set for I  and n(I)  the number of realisations of W in /. 
Suppose
fiU )  = E  w* and P(/) = £  vk , 
keS(f) keS(I)
then ft (I)  and P(/) are independently distributed as a Bm(M ,P(W e/)) mixture of 
N(0\n(I)JM) distributions and hence have mean zero. Thus ft and 9 are almost
surely finite real measures on B, the set of Borel sets in R^. In particular, fi and
v both satisfy the orthogonality condition of Section 2 :
E[/2(F)fi(J)] = E[ft(I)fi(J)] = 0 V disjoint /,/<= B .
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The characteristic function of an N(0;nlM) distribution is
exp n0‘
2M
so the characteristic function of fi(I)  is given by
<pfi(I)(e)  = £  |jf] exp(-n02/2Af) P(W e/)" P(W$ l f -
n-0
0iP(W<|:/) + e x p ( - ^ r )  P(W e/)
M
1 -  P(W e/) [ l - e x p ( - ^ - )  ]
M
1 -  ° 2p(W<5/) + 0(1/M 2) 
2M
M
= exp [ - iP (W e /)0 2 ] + 0(1/Af) as Af-»~ . (4.1)
Differentiating twice gives us
E [ fi(I)2 ] = E [ P(/)2 ] = P(We l)  for any M>0 ,
and so the continuity theorem tells us that
/?(/),<>(/) ~ N [0 ,P (W e/) ] as A/—»oo .
The definitions of p  and v can be extended to give a field with orthogonal 
increments on by defining, for any xeR^,
/(x) = (-<x>,x1)x...x(-oo,xN) eB , 
and taking /z(x)=/?(/(x)) and v(x)=P(/(x)).
Let g be a real-valued function on R^, so if
/„» «(z)2 dFw(z) = E [ S(W)2 ] exists.
then the random variable
JR« «(*) ^ ( z> (4.2)
is well-defined as a Riemann-Stieltjes integral converging in mean-square with 
mean zero and variance
JR„ ? (z)2 dFw (z)
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From (4.1) and the orthogonality condition, the characteristic function, y/A^ , of 
the Riemann sum of (4.2), SA say, is given by
yA (0) = E [ exp(iOSA ) ] = E exp ( i o t g ^ f W n j ) )
j= l
= IT  E [exp ( Wg(znj)fi(Inj) ) 1 




exp ( - i e 2« (z„ .)P [W e^]) + 0(\!M )  |
= exp [ - ^ 25>(z„.)P(W e/„) ] + 0 (llM )  as .
j = o
Asymptotic normality as M —>«> follows from the continuity theorem, so
JR* g(z) 4«(z) ~ W [o  , JR„g(z)2 </Fw(z) J as M->°° . (4.3)
As in Section 2 we can define a complex-valued additive set function X by
X(I) = f i V)  + W )  ,
and again extend this definition to obtain a complex-valued field on with
orthogonal increments.
As before we can define a complex-valued random field X* on as the 
Riemann-Stieltjes integral
X*(t) = Jr „ e 111 dX(z) , (4.4)
and its real and imaginary parts, P* and Q*, as
P*(t) = JR„ cos(t.z) dn(z) -  j RN sin(t.z) dv(z) , (4.5)
Q*(t) = JrA, sin(t.z) dpiz) + JrW cos(t.z) dv(z) . (4.6)
However we can re-write (4.5) and (4.6) as
M
P*(t) = 2  cos(t.w*)Mjfc ~ sin(t.w*)v* , (4.7)
*=i
M
Q*(t) = £  sin(t.w*)i/* + cos(t.w*)v* , (4.8)
k= l
From Section 2 we know that P*(t) and Q*(t) have mean zero and variance 
JR„ (sin2(t.z) + cos2(t.z)| dFy,(z) = 1 ,
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and, from (4.3), that P*(t) and Q*(t) are asymptotically normally distributed as 
M —><x».
Now
E [ P*(fDQ*(t) ] = E [ JR„JR„ sin(t.z) dfi(y)dfi(x) ]
+ E [ Jr w/r i» cos(t.z) dfi(y)dv(z) ]
= JR„ sin(t.z) dFy,(z) = Im(fty(t)) = 0 ,
so P*(s) and G*(t) are uncorrelated for all s,teRw, and are therefore
asymptotically independent as M —><».
The covariance function of X*, /?£, is given by
Rx(t) = E |x *  (0)X*(t) J = JR„ e it z dF(z) = 2 ^ ( t )  ,
but RZ(t) = /?;(t) + R fc t) ,
so /?p(t) = ^v(t) . (4.9)
Of course we can also give expressions for the j th partial derivatives of X*t 
X*J, where they exist, as
P*J(X) = 2  ~ w ^sin ft.w *)^  -  w^costf.w ^v* , (4.10)
*=i
Q*J(t) = 5^ w£‘*cos(t.w*)M* -  w^sin(t.w*)v* , (4.11)
k= 1
where denotes the i th component of of the vector wk. Clearly P*J and Q*J 
are uncorrelated, and from Section 2 we know that these integrals converge if and 
only if
E [ I Wy | 2 ] exists,
that is if and only if
d 2Vw — exists.
t=o '
Thus the Monte Carlo simulation gives a random field that has the required 
covariance function and is asymptotically Gaussian. In the next section we shall 
give an algorithm for implementing this method for an arbitrary covariance
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function.
5. An Algorithm for the Monte-Carlo Simulation
We can use equations (4.7) and (4.8) as a means of simulating a Gaussian 
Random Field with a given covariance function. We shall give details of this 
simulation of a two dimensional field, the extension to a higher dimensional field 
is obvious. Without loss of generality we can consider a field with zero mean and 
unit variance.
In order to simulate a field having covariance function R, we need to find a 
random variable W on R2 that has a characteristic function q>w equal to R. The 
density of W, / w , is related to the covariance function by the two dimensional 
Fourier transform
R(t) = qtyiX) = Jr2 / w ( z )  e it z dz . (5.1)
Thus, to obtain a density function for W we have to invert a two dimensional 
Fourier transform. Obviously if we can perform this inversion analytically, we 
can easily obtain a density function ; if not, we will have to perform the inversion 
numerically. The inversion formula for a two dimensional Fourier transform 
gives us
/w(z) = <Mt) e~it z d t . (5.2)
4/r R\ —>°° /?2-*°° 1
If we choose R\ and R2 such that the integral of <f>w is negligible outside the 
rectangle
S (R ^R 2) = [-/?!, /?i]x[-/?2,/?2] , 
then we can approximate / w by
1 - i t . zE  R(t) e-
teG
(5.3)
where the grid G consists of 2 by 2N2 regularly spaced points over the 
rectangle 5(/?j ,/?2),
ie. G = <
*
*1^1 k^Ri
b Nl '  N2 .
because
/ w ( z )  = - V  L „  D , <Pwi0  e “ •* dt
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R(t) e= —  {4 # 2 JS(Rl t R2)
= - T T  £  e" “ 1
4 *  teG  
If we define another grid, //, by
/2w2
- i t . z
(5.4)
f /  = < /?! R2 
then for lY ,/2= - ( N / - l ) , a n d
hNiz = G / /
we have




which is just a two dimensional inverse fast Fourier transform of the function
R V i t2f?2
.*1 ’  N2 .
for ze //. If the values of R at points of the grid G are written as a matrix, then 
the two dimensional fast Fourier transform (5.5) is obtained by applying a fast 
Fourier transform firstly to each row of the matrix and then to each column of the 
row-transformed matrix.
A rt
We can therefore define a function / w : R —> R to estimate /w  by first
requiring / w to be equal to the fast Fourier transform (5.5) on the grid H. If H
denotes the convex hull of //, that is the smallest rectangle containing H, we can
A A
define / w by interpolation between the values of / w at the four nearest grid 
points and set / w equal to zero outside of H. / w then estimates the density 
function of W over the whole plane. Though it is not crucial that
JRl fvr = 1 •
A
since we will using / w to simulate from W by rejection sampling, this is a good 
test for the convergefiESTSftffe fast Fourier transform.
If we let K  be the maximum value of the density, so 
K = Suj)/w(z) = M ax/w (z) ,
then we can sample from W by rejection sampling. This is performed in the
following manner. Let
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W, ~ U(H)  , and U-t ~ U{0,1) ,
/ w W )
then we accept W, as a realisation of W with probability — —— , that is if
Whether analytically or by the numerical method outlined above, we can 
simulate M independent realisations of W, relabelled as and also
simulate the normal random variables
Mi,...,uM ,Vi,...,vM ~ N(0; 1/Af) independently.
It is then just a case of doing the sums (4.7) and (4.8) to obtain simulations for a 
Gaussian random field, and (4.10) and (4.11) for their derivatives.
Of course, we can also use this method to estimate a density for / w , which 
we can then use to simulate a homogeneous Gaussian random field using the 
Riemann Sum approach outlined in Section 3.
All the contour maps in Section 7, with the exception of figures 1 and 2, are 
of Gaussian or related random fields simulated using the Monte-Carlo approach.
6. The x2 Random Field
The x2 random field is a random field that is derived from the squares of 
random fields. In one dimension, they have both been studied, for example by 
Sharpe (1978), and used to model wind loads in engineering, but have not been 
much studied in higher dimensions.
Suppose we have n independent realisations of a homogeneous Gaussian 
random field with mean zero and unit variance, X ^ ( t) , . . . ,X ^ ( t)  each having 
covariance function Rx . We can then define a random field Y by
Y(t) = [X(1)(t)]2 + ... + [X(n)(t)]2 , (6.1)
so clearly T(t) is a x2 random variable with n degrees of freedom, and hence the 
random field Y is known as a x2 random field with n degrees of freedom. If the 
covariance function of Y is denoted by Ryr then, from..Adler’s (7.14), Adler 
(1981), we know that
RY(z) = 2nRx\ z )  , (6.2)
so Y is a homogeneous random field. Given that we can simulate homogeneous 
Gaussian random fields and, where they exist, their derivatives, it is easy to 
simulate a x2 random field from (6.1), (6.2) and
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Yj(t) = 2Xm (t)X}l\ t )  + ... + 2X(n>(t)X/B)(t) . (6.3)
Figures 11 to 14 are contour maps of X random fields with one, five, ten and 
twenty degrees of freedom respectively, and covariance function
Ry(t) = exp [—i  1112] .
7. Some Contour Maps of Simulated Random Fields
In this section, we present some contour maps of simulated random fields. 
These have been drawn using Conicon 3 based on a 13x13 grid of values and 
gradients. Conicon 3 employs a "heads-up" annotation, that is the contour 
numbers are the correct way round looking uphill. Both the Riemann sum 
simulation and the Monte Carlo simulation give us two asymptotically independent 
copies of a homogeneous Gaussian random field, the real and imaginary parts of 
some complex-valued random field, and each Gaussian random field is presented 
along with its "twin".
Figures 1 and 2 are contour maps on the square
(-3 .0 ,3 .0) x (-3 .0 ,3 .0) (7.1)
of Riemann sum simulations of the Gaussian random field with isotropic 
covariance function
C(x) = exp [ —i  | x | 2 ] , (7.2)
The Riemann sum was taken over a 21x21 grid of squares of side 0.2 each. In 
the notation of Section 3 we have
A=2.05 and /z=441 .
The other figures are either contour maps of Gaussian random fields simulated 
by means of the Monte Carlo simulation, or contour maps of %2 random fields 
where the underlying Gaussian random fields have been simulated by the Monte 
Carlo simulation. In all cases the Monte Carlo simulation was based on 800 
points, ( A/=800 in the notation of Section 4 ).
Figures 3 and 4 are contour maps of the same Gaussian random field as above- 
over the square (7.1), and Figures 5 and 6 are the same random field over the 
square
(-6 .0 ,6 .0) x (-6 .0 ,6 .0 ) . (7.3)
Figures 7 and 8 are contour maps on the square (7.1) of Gaussian random fields 
which have the anisotropic covariance function
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C(x) = exp ( —i(xj2+16x22) } . (7.4)
This is, of course, essentially the same field as we obtain with covariance function 
(7.2), but with the "jc2-axis" compressed by a factor of four, this gives rise to 
clearly visible ridges in the "jti-direction".
Both the above covariance functions, (7.2) and (7.4), have Fourier transforms 
that can be calculated analytically, so the fast Fourier transform techniques of 
Section 5 are unnecessary. Consequently, all the above simulations are very 
quick, the slowest being the Riemann sum simulation which took 0.2 seconds of 
C.P.U. time on a Sun 3 computer.
Figures 9 and 10 are contour maps of simulations of the Gaussian random 
fields having anisotropic covariance function
and are plotted over the square (7.3). The fast Fourier transforms are taken over 
256 points in the square
(-4 .0 ,4 .0 ) x (-4 .0 ,4 .0) .
In the notation of Section 5,
R 1 = i?2 = 4.0 and — Af2 = 8 .
The integral of the estimated density function for W, /w , differed from unity by 
0.0002, and the whole simulation took 0.7 seconds of C.P.U. time. It is possible 
to make out some periodic effect in figures 9 and 10. If we move in an "jq 
direction across one of these fields, we tend to cross ridges and troughs at regular 
intervals.
The contour maps in Figures 11 and 12 are of simulations of Gaussian 
random fields over the square
(-1 .8 ,1 .8 ) x (-1 .8 ,1 .8 )
with the covariance function of Zubrzycki (1957),
Again we can use fast Fourier transforms to obtain an estimated density for W, 
with
C(x) = cos(x1)exp (7.5)
C(x) =
1 -  U n
R x = R2 = 1.0 and Nx = N2 = 8 ,
A
and the difference of integral of / w from unity was 0.002. The simulation took
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1.3 seconds of C.P.U. time.
The remaining contour maps are of simulations of x 2 random fields of 
varying degrees of freedom over the square (7.1). The underlying Gaussian 
random fields have isotropic covariance function given by (7.2) and so the 
covariance function of the x 2 random field is given by (6.3), and the mean level 
of a field is its degrees of freedom. Figure 13 is a simulation of a x 2 random 
field v/ith one degree of freedom, Figure 14 has five degrees of freedom, Figure 
15 has ten degrees of freedom, and Figure 16 has twenty degrees of freedom.
The x 2( l ) random field is mostly flat with values near zero with a few very 
steep peaks, which correspond with the maxima and minima of the single 
underlying Gaussian field. It illustrates the result (7.1.21) of Adler (1981), that 
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